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 TAXONOMIC ADJECTIVES IN FRENCH: A SYNTACTIC ACCOUNT  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, much research has been devoted to adjectives, and more specifically to 

the relationship between their semantic and syntactic properties (see Larson 1998, 

Zamparelli 2000, Cinque 2003, Bouchard 2005 and Svenonius 2008). 

The aim of this paper is to provide an account of a particular use of French adjectives, 

which we will call taxonomic use. In such use, adjectives denote subkinds of the noun 

they modify, and exhibit syntactic peculiarities distinguishing them from adjectives in 

qualifying use, such as adjacency with the noun they modify and lack of degree 

modification. From a morphological point of view, taxonomic adjectives also differ 

from qualifying adjectives by the fact that they cannot be used as bases for noun 

formation. 

Some adjectives exhibiting such properties have a denominal origin, and are 

known as relational adjectives (Bally 1944, Bosque & Picallo 1996, McNally & Boleda 

2004). However, we show that morphologically simple adjectives, usually used as 

qualifying adjectives, may also exhibit the same syntactic behavior.  

For denominal adjectives as well as morphologically simple ones, the syntactic 

peculiarities observed in taxonomic use are paired with semantic specificities. More 

precisely, it is shown that the restriction on predicative use and degree modification 

derive from the fact that these adjectives constitute a particular class of subsective 

adjectives. More precisely, it is shown that, when occurring postnominally, they refer to 

what we call 'distinguishing properties', whereas they exhibit a 'partitioning value' (i.e. 
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they refer directly to a subkind of the modified noun) when prenominal. Yet, in both 

cases, they restrict the semantic span of the noun to one of its subkinds. 

The syntactic account of taxonomic modification suggested in the paper is based 

on the idea that adjectives in taxonomic use attach lower in the DP structure than 

adjectives in qualifying use. In the contrast with the studies of Cinque (2003) or 

Bouchard (2005), our approach relies on the positioning of the agreement projections 

that host adjectives with regards to NumP. More specifically, we claim that the AgrPs 

of taxonomically interpreted adjectives merge lower than NumP, while that of 

qualifying adjectives attach above NumP. This distinction accounts for the adjacency 

requirement typical of taxonomic adjectives, whether prenominal or postnominal. It is 

also suggested that taxonomic adjectives qualify as syntactically deficient adjectives, in 

that they lack functional projections usually associated with (at least some) qualifying 

adjectives, such as DegP.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews and discusses the semantic 

and syntactic properties of relational adjectives described in the literature. We devote 

particular attention to adverbial modification and predicative use of these adjectives, 

and lack of resulting nominalizations. In Section 3 we show that the behavior of 

morphologically simple (i.e. non-denominal) adjectives can parallel that of relational 

adjectives. In Section 4, it is shown that such adjectives do not form lexicalized 

expressions with the noun they modify. As a consequence, this class of adjectives 

deserves a syntactic analysis, which is established in Section 5. A first analysis of 

adjective ordering, that of Cinque (1994), is examined. We show that Cinque’s 

approach does not prove compatible with recent analyses introducing NumP in the 

functional domain of nominals, such as that of Borer (2005). A new analysis reconciling 
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the presence of Number and adjectives, both taxonomic and qualifying, is thus 

introduced. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5. 

2. THE PROPERTIES OF RELATIONAL ADJECTIVES 

Relational Adjectives (from now on Rel-As) constitute a peculiar class of adjectives, 

distinguished on both semantic and syntactic grounds from Qualifying Adjectives 

(Qual-As). Some examples of Rel-As are given under (1): 

(1) (a) réunion  familiale 

  meeting family-ADJ 

  ‘family reunion’; ‘family meeting’ 

 (b) tuberculose  pulmonaire 

  tuberculosis pulmonary 

  ‘pulmonary tuberculosis’ 

 (c) production  pétrolière 

  production petrol-ADJ 

  ‘petrol production’ 

 (d) palais  royal 

  palace  king-ADJ 

  ‘king’s palace’; ‘royal palace’ 

2.1.Semantic observations 

The first semantic property extensively attributed to Rel-As is that they do not denote 

properties, contrary to Qual-As. For some authors, these adjectives denote entities (see 

for English Ferris 1993 and Pullum & Huddleston 2002, Bosque & Picallo 1996 for 

Spanish), and have to be analysed as covert nouns (Bally 1944), while for some others 

they denote relations between two referents (Riegel, Pellat & Rioul 1994). For example, 
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palais royal denotes a relation between the referent of palais ‘palace’ and that of roi 

‘king’, on which the adjective royal is morphologically built.  

On more formal grounds, Rel-As have been described as predicate modifiers 

(i.e. properties of properties) by Siegel (1976). As an illustration, consider example (2): 

(2) (a) Marti is a technical architect. 

 (b) Marti is an architect. 

 (c) # Marti is technical. 

Example (2c) shows that the Rel-A ‘technical’ cannot be predicated of the 

subject Marti. Thus, being a technical architect only implies that the subject is an 

architect. As a consequence, relational adjectives can only be considered as subsective 

(i.e. they express a subset of the modified noun; see Kamp & Partee 1995).  

The subsective analysis has however been challenged by McNally & Boleda 

(2004), who consider that Rel-As denote properties of kinds (Carlson 1977). This 

analysis is supported by the contrast between (2) and (3): 

(3) (a) Paul suffers from pulmonary tuberculosis. 

 (b) # Paul is pulmonary. 

(c) Tuberculosis may be pulmonary. 

Whereas the property of ‘being pulmonary’ cannot be predicated of proper 

names, that only denote individuals (3b), it may be predicated of a kind-denoting noun 

such as ‘tuberculosis’ (3c). Since predicative use is characteristic of intersective 

adjectives (2c), McNally & Boleda consider this test to be an argument for an 

intersective analysis of relational adjectives. 

Note that, in examples (3a−c), the adjective restricts the kind denoted by the 

noun to one of its subbkind. An argument supporting the idea that Rel-As are linked in 
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some way to (sub)kind denotation lies in the fact that relational adjectives are 

appropriate answers to questions introduced by quel (type / sorte)  ‘which (kind)’. In 

contrast, Qual-As are appropriate answers to questions introduced by comment ‘how’ 

(4−5):  

(4) - Comment est la production ? 

 - Stable. / # Pétrolière. 

 ‘- How is the production ? 

 - Steady / # Petrol-ADJ’ 

(5) - De {quelle / quel type} de production parles-tu ? 

 - Je parle de la production {pétrolière / *stable}. 

‘- Which (kind of) production are you talking about ?  

- I’m talking about {petrol / *steady} production.’ 

Among Rel-As, Bosque & Picallo (1996) distinguish between Thematic and 

Classificatory relational adjectives. When used thematically, relational adjectives stand 

in an argument-like relation with the noun they modify. Rel-As expressing Possessors 

(as in palais royal ‘king’s palace’) exhibit a similar relation to the noun. Conversely, 

Classificatory adjectives behave like adjuncts, and do not absorb any semantic role. 

This distinction does not rely on the adjective meaning but rather on the relationship it 

stands in with the noun, as shown by the following examples: 

(6) (a) la  production  pétrolière 

  the  production petrol-ADJ 

  ‘petrol production’ 

 (b) un  choc  pétrolier 

  a crash petrol-ADJ 
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  ‘a petrol crash’ 

In (6a), the adjective pétrolier ‘petrol-ADJ’ is understood as the Theme argument 

of the deverbal noun production. When combined with a noun deprived of argument 

structure, like choc ‘crash’ in (b), the adjective may only be classificatory, and thus 

denote a kind of crash. Recall however from example (5) that even Thematic Rel-As are 

appropriate answers to quel (type), ‘which (type)’. Thus, it can be claimed contrary to 

Bosque & Picallo that Thematic Rel-As also denote subkinds. Therefore, Thematic Rel-

As are better analysed as a subclass of Classificatory Rel-As rather than as another type 

of Rel-As. 

2.2.Syntactic properties 

Romance relational adjectives share a series of syntactic properties, which sets them 

apart from qualifying adjectives. 

2.2.1. Adverbial modification 

According to Bally (1944), Gardes-Tamines (1990), Riegel, Pellat & Rioul (1994), 

Noailly (1999) among others, Rel-As do not admit adverbial modification. This 

property is exemplified in (7), although we will see that the generalization will need to 

be modified slightly: 

 (7) (a) un  chapeau {plus / incroyablement} blanc 

  a  hat  more / incredibly  white 

‘a whiter hat’; ‘an incredibly white hat’ 

 (b) *une  réunion  moins familiale    

a  meeting  less family-ADJ 

 (c) *un  lobe  trop  cérébral 

  a lobe too cerebral 
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  [Fradin & Kerleroux 2003: (6)] 

Example (7a) shows that qualifying adjectives may be modified by adverbs, 

whether degree or other types. Relational adjectives do not share this property, as shown 

by (7b−c). The same observation holds for Spanish (Bosque & Picallo 1996) and 

English (Giegerich 2005) : 

(8) *un  parque muy  jurásico [Bosque & Picallo 1996: 375] 

 a  park very  Jurassic 

 Lit.: 'a very Jurassic park' 

(9) *a more feline behaviour [Giegerich  2005: 575] 

 Giegerich also observes that English relational adjectives can also not be 

modified by adverbs other than degree, as (10a) shows: 

(10) (a) *an incredibly bovine disease 

 (b) an incredibly white wall 

Even if the French equivalent of (10a) is also ill-formed (cf. *une maladie 

incroyablement bovine), French does allow some adverbs to appear before Rel-As: 

(11) (a) une  maladie  typiquement bovine  [Cl-Adj] 

  a  disease  typically bovine 

‘a typically bovine disease’ 

 (b) une  réunion  strictement  familiale [Th-Adj] 

  a  meeting  exclusively  family-ADJ 

  ‘a meeting restricted to family members’ 

Observe also that ‘incredibly’ in an example such as (10b) does not mean ‘in an 

incredible manner’, as it could in other contexts. In fact, this structure is rather 
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understood as ‘a wall that is white to a degree that seems incredible’, or, more simply, 

‘a very white wall’. The same is true of ‘really’, which is understood as ‘very’ in (12): 

(12)  (a) a really good novel 

= (b) a very good novel 

Thus, manner adverbs are subject to semantic ‘bleaching’ when occurring before 

Qual-As: instead of keeping their literal or etymological meaning, they are understood 

simply as degree adverbs. This is not the case however for the adverbs typiquement 

‘typically’ and strictement ‘exclusively’ under (11). The adverbs here do not indicate a 

degree, but rather explicitly restrict the semantic span of the noun to the subkind 

denoted by the noun-adjective complex. Thus une maladie typiquement bovine ‘a 

typically bovine disease’ is a disease typically affecting the bovine species and no other, 

and une réunion strictement familiale is explicitly restricted to family members, 

whereas une réunion familiale is not. 

It is also worth noting that the adverbs modifying relational adjectives do not 

occur with qualifying adjectives. Consider the following contrast: 

(13) (a) une  réunion {*très /  strictement}  familiale  

  a  meeting  {*very / exclusively} family-ADJ 

  ‘a meeting restricted to family members’  (no other reading) 

(b) une  ambiance  {très / *strictement}  familiale 

   a  atmosphere  {very /*exclusively} family-ADJ 

  ‘a {very / *exclusively}warm atmosphere’ (no other reading) 

When modifying ambiance ‘atmosphere’, familial is understood as a Qual-A, 

and means ‘warm’ or ‘cheerful’. In this case, it can be modified by très ‘very’ but not 
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by strictement ‘exclusively’, whereas the reverse holds when familiale is understood as 

a Rel-A modifying réunion ‘meeting’.  

It may then be concluded that relational adjectives do admit adverbial 

modification, provided that adverbs are not understood as degree markers. In other 

words, in contrast to some Qual-As, relational adjectives are not gradable, a property 

also noticed by Fradin & Kerleroux (2003). This property is important since it 

constitutes an argument against McNally & Boleda's intersective analysis. If we define 

degree marking as indicating the extent to which the referent of a given noun is affected 

by the property expressed by an adjective, a logical consequence is that subsective 

adjectives, when denoting subclasses, should not admit such modification. Consider the 

case of 'technical architect'. 'Technical' is used here to refer to a subkind of architects: 

some architects are technical architects while some others are not. The adjective is thus 

used in an 'absolute' manner, since it divides the class of architects in two subkinds. As 

a consequence, a structure such as *'a very technical architect' is ill-formed, the question 

at stake being whether the architect is or not a technical architect. The same analysis 

holds for faux 'fake' (14), which is consistent with Partee's (2001) analysis of privative 

adjectives as subsective, as well as for pulmonaire 'pulmonary' (15): 

(14) (a) de la fausse fourrure 

  'fake fur' 

 (b) *de la très fausse fourrure 

  Lit.: 'very fake fur' 

(15) (a) une maladie pulmonaire 

  'a pulmonary disease' 

 (b) *une maladie très pulmonaire 
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  Lit.: 'a very pulmonary disease' 

More generally, it can be observed that adjectives used to describe subkinds in 

generic sentences do not admit degree modification: 

(16) (a) Le  pin  est  un arbre  à feuilles  (*très) persistantes. 

  the  pine  is  a tree   with leaves  (*very) enduring 

  'Pines are (*very) evergreen trees.' 

 (b) La Terre est une planète (*très) solide. 

  'Earth is a (*very) solid planet.' 

Degree modification is, however, possible in French for adjectives which modify 

the event component of (deverbal) nouns, and are also analyzed as subsective (for a 

discussion see Larson 1998): 

(17) (a) une (très) bonne danseuse  

  'a (very) good dancer' (i.e. who dances well) 

 (b) un (très) gros fumeur   

  'a (very) heavy smoker' (i.e. who smokes a lot) 

 (c) un (très) grand roi   

  'a (very) great king' (i.e.  a (very) great ruler) 

Such data are readily explained once observed that such DPs do not refer to 

subkinds of their head nouns, as shown by the fact that they do not answer to quel type 

‘which kind’ but to comment ‘how’: 

(18) (a) - Comment est la nouvelle danseuse ? 

  - Elle est vraiment très bonne. 

  ‘- How is the new dancer? 

   - She is really good.’ 
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 (b) - Quelle type de danseuse est-ce ? 

  - # Une bonne danseuse. 

 vs: - Une danseuse orientale. 

  ‘-Which kind of dancer is she? 

  - # A good dancer. 

 vs: - An oriental dancer.’ 

In the same way, 'type' or 'sort' are not appropriate contrastive terms for these 

adjectives: 

(19) ?? Paul est un très gros fumeur, mais Max est d’une autre sorte. 

 ‘Paul is a very heavy smoker, but Max is another kind.’ 

(20) ?? Henry IV a été un grand roi. Malheureusement, il y en a eu d’autres types. 

 ‘Henry IV has been a great king. Unfortunately, there have been other kinds.’ 

From the patterns shown in this section we can conclude that subsective 

adjectives exhibit two uses, depending on whether they admit degree modification or 

not. Those which regularly admit degree modification refer to properties, whereas those 

which do not instead refer to subkinds of the noun they modify. In the former case, the 

degree marker indicates to which extent the property referred to by the adjective affects 

the referent of the modified noun1.The unavailability of degree modification of 

subsective adjectives is linked to their subkind, taxonomic reading. 

2.2.2. The position of Rel-Adj 

It is frequently mentioned in the literature that Romance Rel-As necessarily follow the 

noun they modify. As a consequence, the following examples are ill-formed, contrary to 

the examples in (1) with N-Adj order: 

(21) French 
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(a) *familiale  réunion 

    family-ADJ meeting  

 (b) *pulmonaire  tuberculose   

    pulmonary  tuberculosis  

 (c) *pétrolière  production   

    petrol-ADJ  production  

 (d) *royal   palais   

    king-ADJ  palace   

(22) (a) pacco  postale    Italian 

  parcel   post-ADJ  

  'post parcel' 

 (b) *postale  pacco     

  post-ADJ  parcel    

 (c)  arquitecte tècnic    Catalan 

    architect technical  

 (d) *tècnic   arquitecte    

  technical  architect 

In English however, relational adjectives must appear before the noun, which is 

also the usual position for qualifying adjectives: 

(23) (a) {bovineRel-A / severeQual-A} disease  English 

 (b) *disease {bovineRel-A / severeQual-A} 

Yet, relational adjectives of both language groups exhibit the same constraint: 

they appear necessarily closer to the noun they modify than qualifying adjectives. The 
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same holds for Spanish (Demonte 1999), Catalan (Picallo 2002, McNally & Boleda 

2004) and English (Giegerich 2005): 

(24) (a) une  maladie  bovine  dangereuse  French 

  a  disease  bovine  dangerous 

  ‘a dangerous bovine disease’  

 (b) ?? une  maladie  dangereuse  bovine  

       a  disease  dangerous bovine  

 (c) une  réunion  familiale  interminable 

  a  meeting  family-ADJ   endless 

  ‘an endless family meeting’ 

 (d) ?? une  réunion  interminable  familiale 

       a  meeting  endless  family-ADJ    

(25) (a) a severe bovine disease    English 

 (b) *a bovine severe disease 

 (c) inflamació  pulmonar  greu 

  disease  pumonary severe  

  ‘severe pulmonary disease’ 

 (d) *inflamació  greu  pulmonar   Catalan 

  disease  severe pumonary  

 [McNally & Boleda 2004: 34] 

 (e) commedia  musicale noiosa    Italian 

  comedy musical boring 

  ‘boring musical comedy’ 

 (f) *commedia  noiosa   musicale 
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  comedy boring  musical  

In French however, this order may be reversed if the Rel-A is focalized, in 

which case it is separated by a pause and stressed: 

(26) (a) - Ce  vétérinaire  soigne les  maladies  contagieuses. 

    this  vet   treats  the  diseases  contagious 

  - Même  les  maladies  contagieuses  bovines ? 

even  the  diseases  contagious bovine  

‘- This vet treats contagious diseases. 

- Even contagious bovine diseases?’ 

 (b) Je  déteste les  réunions  interminables, et  par-dessus  

I  hate  the  meetings endless,  and  above  

tout  les  réunions  interminables  familiales ! 

  all  the  meetings  endless  family-ADJ  

  ‘I hate endless meetings, and above all endless family meetings!’ 

In such examples, the adjectives bovine and familiales can be analyzed as 

restrictive focus along the lines of Erteschik-Shir (1997): they select subsets of entities, 

namely maladies bovines ‘bovine diseases’ and réunions familiales ‘family meetings’, 

out of the topical sets of maladies contagieuses ‘contagious diseases’ and réunions 

interminables ‘endless meetings (see also Bouchard 2005). In other words, the question 

in (26a) is whether bovine contagious diseases stand as a part of the contagious diseases 

treated by the vet. In the same way, family meetings are presented as the most hated 

subkind of endless meetings in (26b). However, for such interpretations to appear in 

French, relational adjectives must be focalized, and receive the status of fully 

independent constituent at the informational level. This is confirmed by the necessary 
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pause and the stronger stress on the relational adjective. Note that this analysis is not 

inconsistent with a subsective analysis of relational adjectives. In fact, the Rel-As are 

presented as creating subsets of ‘contagious diseases’ (26a) and of ‘endless meetings’ 

(26b).  

Such examples do not imply, however, that Qual-As and Rel-As stand in the 

same relationship with the noun they modify, contrary to what would be implied by an 

intersective analysis. Consider the contrast between (27) and (28): 

(27) (a) des   chaussures  blanches  neuves 

  Indef.Pl.  shoes   white   new 

  ‘new white shoes’ 

 (b) des   chaussures  neuves  blanches 

  Indef.Pl.  shoes   new   white    

  ‘white new shoes’ 

  [adapted from McNally & Boleda 2004: (20)] 

 (28) (a) la  littérature  médiévale  française 

  the  literature  medieval  French 

  ‘French medieval literature’ 

 (b) la  littérature  française  médiévale 

  the  literature  French  medieval   

  ‘medieval French literature’ 

  [adapted from Bosque & Picallo 1996: 366] 

Examples (27a−b) show that the order between two intersective qualifying 

adjectives may be reversed in French. The same holds for structures containing two 

relational adjectives, as shown by (25). According to McNally & Boleda, these data 
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reveal the intersective character of relational adjectives, since both examples of each 

pair actually denote the same subset of objects, independent of the adjective order. 

Observe now examples (29): 

 (29) (a) des   chaussures  blanches  et neuves 

  Indef.Pl.  shoes   white   and new 

  ‘new and white shoes’ 

 (b) *la  littérature  médiévale  et  française 

  the  literature  medieval  and French 

  Lit.:‘French and medieval literature’ 

 (c) la  littérature  française  et  anglaise 

  the  literature  French  and  English  

  ‘French and English literature’ 

Example (a) reveals that a third manner to refer to the same set of objects is 

adjective coordination. Yet, coordination of relational adjectives is restricted to cases 

where the adjectives express mutually exclusive subparts (cf. (b)−(c)). This fact is 

readily explained if we consider that, contrary to intersective adjectives, relational 

adjectives are subsective. Whereas it is possible to present medieval French literature 

either as a subkind of medieval literature, as in (28a), or as a subkind of French 

literature (28b), it is not possible to refer to it by saying that it is both medieval and 

French, since the final subset is necessarily obtained by restricting the previously 

established one. Conversely, property-denoting (i.e. intersective) adjectives can be 

coordinated since they do not operate by subset formation.  

2.2.3. Predicative use 
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It is frequently observed (see Bally 1944, Riegel, Pellat & Rioul 1994 for French, and 

Giegerich 2005 for English, among others) that relational adjectives cannot be used as 

postcopular predicates. This is indeed the case in the following examples:  

(30) (a) *La  production  est  pétrolière.  

    the  production  is  petrol-Adj’ 

  intended meaning: ‘This is petrol production.’ 

 (b) *Ce  club  est  sportif.    

    this  club  is sport-Adj    

  intended meaning: ‘This is a sportsclub.’ 

 (c) *Ce  palais  est  royal. 

    this  palace  is king-Adj   

  intended meaning: ‘This is a king’s palace.’ 

(31) (a) *This disease is bovine.   English 

 (b) *El parque está jurásico.   Spanish 

  Lit.: 'This park is Jurassic.' 

 (c) *Questo pacco è postale   Italian 

  Lit.: 'This parcel is postal.' 

However, as noticed by Demonte (1999) for Spanish and Picallo (2002) for 

Catalan, this property does not regularly apply to relational adjectives. Recall that 

McNally & Boleda also observed that Rel-As may be used predicatively when applying 

to kind-denoting nouns:  

(32) La tuberculose peut être pulmonaire. 

  ‘Tuberculosis can be pulmonary.’ 
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Observe however that the acceptability of (32) decreases if the modal verb is 

suppressed: 

(33)  (a) ?? La tuberculose est pulmonaire. 

  ‘Tuberculosis is pulmonary.’ 

vs: (b) La tuberculose est une maladie pulmonaire 

 ‘Tuberculosis is a pulmonary disease.’ 

In fact, sentences (32) and (33) do not convey the same kind of information 

about tuberculosis. What is stated in (32) is that tuberculosis may or not be a pulmonary 

disease, or, more precisely, that some tuberculosis forms are pulmonary diseases, 

whereas others (for example bone tuberculosis) are not. Pulmonary tuberculosis is thus 

presented as a subkind of tuberculosis. Conversely, the meaning conveyed by (33b) is 

that tuberculosis belongs to the subkind of pulmonary diseases. It is in fact tuberculosis 

that is presented as taxonomic with regards to pulmonary diseases. Thus, both sentences 

are about subkinds, the difference between them lying in what is considered as the kind 

and what is presented as the subkind.  

Now, the question is why the noun maladie ‘disease’ has to appear in the 

predicate in the latter case (cf. (b)−(a)). This may be due to the impossibility for 

pulmonaire ‘pulmonary’ to denote a kind, since kinds are necessarily referred to by 

nominal elements. This is shown by (34): 

(34) (a) Le  chat  est  carnivore. 

  the  cat  is  carnivorous. 

  'Cats are carnivorous.’ 

 (b) Le  chat  est  un  carnivore. 

  the  cat  is  a carnivorous. 
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  Lit.: ‘The cat is a carnivore.’ 

Example (34a) contains the adjectival predicate ‘carnivorous’ and asserts that 

cats have the property of eating meat, whereas (34b), where 'carnivore' is a noun, states 

that cats belong to the class of carnivorous animals. The common point between (33b) 

and (34b) is that their predicates, being nominal, express kinds, of which their subjects 

are subkinds, which is not the case for (32). As for (33a), its unacceptability reveals that 

'pulmonary' cannot display the property interpretation of 'carnivorous' in (34a), even if 

its subject refers to a kind. 

A consequence of the preceding observations is that we can describe relational 

adjectives in predicative use as indicating ‘distinctive properties', that is, properties 

discriminating various subkinds. Recall from example (34) that an adjective in 

predicative use refers to a property. If we go back to example (32), we can suggest that 

it is precisely a property such as pulmonaire / ‘pulmonary’ that distinguishes between 

the various kinds of tuberculosis: whereas some have the property of being pulmonary 

diseases, and thus constitute one subkind, the other forms do not share this property, 

and necessarily belong to another subkind. 

Apart from the presence of a modal verb to introduce the predicate, the 

predicative use of relational adjectives is also possible in two other contexts.  

The first case is illustrated under (35)−(37):  

(35) (a) ?? Cette  maladie  est  bovine. 

       this   disease  is  bovine 

‘This disease is bovine.’ 

(b) Cette  maladie  est  typiquement  bovine. 

  this  disease  is  typically   bovine 
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‘This disease is typically bovine.’  

(36) (a) ?? Les revenus  de  ce  pays   sont  pétroliers. 

       The incomes  of  this  country  are petrol-ADJ 

  ‘This country’s incomes are petrol-ADJ.’ 

(b) Les revenus  de  ce  pays   sont principalement 

The incomes  of  this  country  are mainly   

pétroliers. 

petrol-ADJ 

‘This country’s incomes come mainly from petrol.’ 

(37) (a) ?? Cette  réunion  était  familiale. 

      this  meeting   was family-ADJ   

  [only reading: ‘This meeting was warm.’] 

(b) Cette  réunion était  strictement familiale. 

  this meeting was exclusively family-ADJ 

  ‘This meeting was restricted to family members.’  

These examples show that adverbs such as typiquement ‘typically’, seulement 

‘only’ or principalement ‘mainly’ legitimate the predicative use of relational adjectives. 

Recall from Section 2.2.2. that these adverbs restrict the semantic span of the noun to 

that expressed by the adjective-noun complex. As such, they are perfectly able to 

legitimate the predicative use of relational adjectives, since in this case, adjectives 

precisely elaborate subkinds of the subject noun. In fact, sentences (35)−(36) explicitly 

state that only one subkind of the subject noun has to be taken into account. As for (37), 

it restricts the predicate familial in overtly eliminating from the set of participants to the 

meeting those who are not family members. In other words, the predicative relationship 
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between the adjective and the noun establishes the fact that the referents of the subject 

noun are restricted to the subclass expressed by the adjectival predicates, and that no 

others are possible. The difference between these examples and those containing the 

modal verb pouvoir (32) lies in the fact that the latter leaves open the choice between 

several possible subclasses of the subject noun, whereas the adverbs restrict the scope of 

the adjectival predicate to one of the noun’s possible subkinds.  

Note also that such adverbs do not semantically modify adjectives, but rather the 

predicative relationship itself, as the following examples illustrate: 

(38) (a) Les revenus de ce pays sont principalement pétroliers. 

‘The revenues of this country are mainly petrol-ADJ.’ 

= (b) Les revenus de ce pays proviennent principalement du pétrole. 

 ‘This country’s revenues come mainly from petrol.’ 

(39) (a) Cette réunion est strictement familiale. 

  ‘This meeting is exclusively family-ADJ.’ 

= (b) Cette réunion est strictement réservée à la famille. 

  ‘This meeting is strictly restricted to family members.’ 

In examples (38b) and (39b), the adjectives have been replaced by PPs and the 

copula by semantically full verbs. However, the adverbs still remain possible and are 

understood as VP modifiers. As is also the case with pouvoir, such sentences exhibit 

some modification of the predicative relationship established between the subject and 

the adjectival predicate. These observations do not hold for (40), where the Qual-A is 

modified by a manner adverb used as a degree marker:  

(40) (a) Elle  est  extraordinairement  belle. 

  she  is  extraordinarly  beautiful 
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   ‘She is astonishingly beautiful.’ 

 (b) *Elle  semblait  extraordinairement  d’ une  grande beauté. 

   she  seemed  extraordinarily  of  a  great  beauty 

Consider finally (38), which illustrate the third case of relational adjectives in 

predicative use: 

 (41) (a) Ce  palais  est  royal,   et  non  impérial. 

  this  palace is  king-ADJ,  and  not  emperor- ADJ 

  ‘This is a royal palace, not an imperial one.’ 

 (b) Ce  choc  était  pétrolier  plutôt  que  financier. 

  this  crash  was  petrol- ADJ rather  than  financial 

  ‘This was a petrol crash rather than a financial one.’ 

The availability of predicative use in such examples is due to the fact that the 

adjectives are used contrastively: two mutually exclusive subkinds of the subject nouns 

are contrasted, and, as before, only one is chosen. Such predicates may be analysed as 

identificational focuses in the sense of Kiss (1998). More precisely, the use of royal 

(41a) and pétrolier (41b) as identificational focuses exclude the possibility that palais 

and choc might belong to other subkinds of palaces or crashes, such as palais impérial 

and choc financier.  

The above examples show that predicative use of Rel-As is indeed possible if 

certain semantic conditions are met, which all have to do with subkind expression. This 

is not the case with intersective adjectives, which are not subject to such constraints, 

due to the fact that they express properties of the subject. Thus, from a strictly syntactic 

point of view, predication is not a reliable test for distinguishing Rel-As, since it also 

depends on independent semantic factors. 
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2.2.4. Nominalization 

The last property generally attributed to relational adjectives is that they cannot be used 

as morphological bases for nominal formation (Bally 1944, Riegel, Pellat & Rioul 

1994). Thus, the following (b) examples are ill-formed: 

(42) (a) un  spectacle  musical 

  a  show   musical 

  ‘a musical show’ 

 (b) *la  musicalité  du  spectacle 

    the  musicality  of-the  show 

(43) (a) un  animal  familier 

  an animal  domestic 

  ‘a domestic animal’; ‘a pet’ 

 (b) *la  familiarité  de  l’animal 

    the  familiarity  of  the animal 

Fradin & Kerleroux (2003) provide a straightforward explanation to this 

restriction. For property-denoting adjectives, nominalizations yield property-denoting 

nouns, as shown by (44−45): 

(44) (a) un  enfant gentil 

  a child kind 

  'a kind child' 

 (b) la  gentillesse  de  l'enfant 

  the kindness of the child 

  'the child's kindness' 

(45) (a) un  tissu  solide 
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  a fabric strong 

  'a strong fabric' 

 (b) la  solidité  du  tissu 

  the  strength  of-the  fabric 

  'the fabric's strength' 

However, according to Fradin & Kerleroux, relational adjectives do not denote 

properties. As a consequence, they cannot be used as bases to derive property nominals. 

As a further argument, they show that when denominal adjectives are used as property-

denoting Qual-As, the formation of property nominals is indeed possible: 

(46) (a) sa  voix est musicale 

  his/her  voice  is musical 

  ‘His/her voice is musical.’   

 (b) la  musicalité  de  sa   voix 

  the  musicality  of his/her  voice 

  ‘the musicality of his/her voice’  

[Fradin & Kerleroux 2003: (11)] 

(47) (a) son   comportement  est  familier 

  his/her  behavior  is familiar  

  ‘his/her behavior is familiar, intimate’ 

 (b) la  familiarité  de  son comportement 

  the  familiarity  of  his/her behavior 

  ‘the familiarity, intimacy of his/her behavior’ 

Thus, as already observed above (see also by McNally &Boleda 2004: 183), the 

denominal nature of relational adjectives cannot account for their behavior. 
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Now, if we admit Fradin & Kerleroux's explanation that adjectives which do not 

denote properties do not give rise to nominalizations, we should also find this restriction 

applying to other kinds of adjectives. Consider the case of subsective adjectives like bon 

'good', gros 'heavy' and grand 'great' first illustrated under (17): 

(48) (a) une  bonne  danseuse 

  'a good dancer' 

 (b) *la  bonté   de  cette danseuse 

  the  goodness  of  this dancer' 

vs: (c) la bonté de son père 

  'his/her father's goodness' 

(49) (a) un  gros  fumeur 

  a big smoker 

  'a heavy smoker' 

 (b) *la  grosseur  de ce fumeur 

  the  big-N   of this smoker 

  comp. # 'the heaviness of this smoker' 

vs: (c) la grosseur de cette tache 

  'the big size of this spot' 

(50) (a) un  grand  avocat 

  a  great  advocate 

 (b) *la grandeur  de  cet avocat 

  the  big-N  of  this advocate 

  comp. # 'the greatness of this advocate' 

vs: (c) la grandeur de cet arbre 
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  'the tallness of this tree' 

The ill-formedness of the (b) examples reveal that subsective adjectives display 

the same restriction concerning nominalization as denominal adjectives in relational 

reading. This observation constitutes a further argument in favor of a subsective 

analysis of adjectives in relational reading. Finally, when specifically considering 

musical and familier in (42)−(43), it can be concluded that adjectives expressing 

distinctive properties do not give rise to nominalization due to their subsective 

semantics. 

2.3. Some further observations on relational adjectives 

Several conclusions may be drawn from the preceding examples and their discussion. 

First, all the properties traditionally attributed to Rel-As do not prove true. These 

adjectives can indeed be modified by adverbs, providing they restrict the semantic span 

of the noun to the subkind denoted by the noun+adjective unit. Combined with such 

adverbs, with the modal verb pouvoir, or contrasted with other Rel-As, they can also be 

used as predicates. Predicative use proves possible if the subject is a kind-denoting 

noun, as McNally & Boldeda observe, but is not restricted to such context, as shown by 

examples (35-−(37). From a semantic point of view, predicative use also gives rise to a 

particular relationship between the subject and the Rel-A predicate, which either 

restricts the semantic span of the noun to one of its subkinds or constrast two possible 

subkinds. Conversely, in sentences where the predicate is a noun modified by a Rel-A 

(cf. (3) and (33b)), the subject is understood a s a member of the set or kind denoted by 

the predicate. 

The fact that Rel-As may occur as predicates could be seen as an indication of 

their property-denoting nature. Yet, several important distinctions have been established 
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between Rel-As and regular intersective adjectives, such as the impossibility of degree 

modification (13), restrictions on coordination (29), and the unavailability of 

nominalization (42)−(43). With regards to these criteria, Rel-As behave on a par with 

subsective adjectives. 

Now, it might be natural to ask, how can Rel-As exhibit both intersective and 

subsective properties? Our hypothesis is that Rel-As denote what we can call 

'distinctive' or 'criterial' properties; in other words, properties that can distinguish 

between various subkinds of a given referent. We thus agree with McNally & Boleda on 

the idea that Rel-As denote properties applied to kinds. However, there is a crucial 

difference between discriminating and 'regular' properties. In the former case, properties 

apply to an already established group, namely the kind itself. As a consequence, their 

application can only result into partitioning or subclassification, and thus subsectivity. 

Conversely, regular properties apply across kinds, to open sets of individuals, and, as a 

result, give rise to intersectivity. 

In this section, it has also been observed on several occasions that Rel-As can 

behave syntactically as Qual-As. Fradin & Kerleroux (2003) provide the following 

paradigms to illustrate this point (see also Fradin 2007): 

(51) (a) *Il faut enlever le lobe le plus cérébral.   

   ‘The most cerebral lobe must be removed.'  

(b) *Ce lobe est cérébral. 

  'This lobe is cerebral' 

(c) *On voit un lobe cérébral mais sain. 

  'We see a cerebral but healthy lobe.' 

(52) (a)  Il expose une peinture très cérébrale. 
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  'He shows a very cerebral painting' 

 (b) Sa peinture est cérébrale. 

  'Her painting is cerebral.' 

 (c) C’est une peinture cérébrale mais envoûtante.  

‘It is a cerebral but entrancing painting.’  

The contrast between examples (51a) and (52a) shows that degree modification 

of 'cérébral' is possible in some uses. It is precisely in such uses that this adjective can 

be used predicatively, as shown by (52b). Note that, in such a sentence, cérébral 

denotes a 'regular', and not a discriminating property, as shown by the fact that it 

constitutes an answer to the interrogative comment rather than to quel type 'which kind': 

(53) (a) - Comment est sa peinture ? 

 - Je la trouve plutôt cérébrale. 

  '- How is his/her painting? 

 - I find it rather cerebral.' 

 (b) - De quel type de peinture s'agit-il ? 

  - # Il s'agit de peinture cérébrale. 

 '- What kind of painting is it? 

 - It is cerebral painting.' 

As expected, example (52c) shows that, in this use, cérébral can be coordinated 

with envoûtante 'entrancing' Since these adjectives do not express mutually exclusive 

properties (vs (29c)), this constitutes a further argument supporting an intersective 

analysis. 

The preceding observations (as well as (46b) and (47b)) show that denominal 

adjectives may behave either as Qual-As or as Rel-As, a conclusion also reached by 
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Fradin (2007). From this we may conclude that the denominal origin of a given 

adjective does not offer any clue as to its syntactic or morphological behavior (see also 

McNally & Boleda for a similar observation). Rather, the two possible uses of a given 

adjective are distinguished on syntactic and interpretative grounds. As a consequence, it 

may be worth asking if simple (i.e. non-denominal) adjectives do also exhibit the same 

behavior alternations. We are going to see in the following section that it is indeed the 

case. 

3. FROM RELATIONAL TO TAXONOMIC ADJECTIVES 

In this section, we show that non-denominal adjectives may exhibit the same syntactic 

and interpretative properties as relational adjectives.  

3.1. Postnominal non-qualifying adjectives 

Recall from example (7a) that the color adjective blanc ‘white’ allows adverbial 

modification. The following examples show that it shares the usual properties of 

intersective Qual-As: it may be used as a predicate (54a), as a basis to build the 

property-denoting nominal blancheur ‘whiteness’ (b), can be coordinated with another 

postnominal qualifying adjective (c), needs not be right-adjacent to the noun it modifies 

(d), and is an appropriate answer to comment, but not to quel type (e−f): 

(54) (a) Ce  mur  est blanc. 

  this wall is white 

  ‘This wall is white.’ 

 (b) la  blancheur  du  mur 

  the  whiteness  of-the  wall 

  ‘the whiteness of the wall’ 

(c) un  mur  blanc  et  lisse 
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  a  wall  white  and  smooth 

  ‘a white and smooth wall’ 

 (d) un  mur  lisse   blanc  

  a  wall  smooth  white   

  ‘a smooth white wall’ 

 (e) - Comment est ce mur ?  

- Il est blanc.  

'- How is this wall? 

-It is white.' 

(f) - De quel type de mur s'agit-il ? 

 - # Il s'agit d'un mur blanc. 

 '- What kind of wall is it? 

 -It is a white wall.' 

Now observe the meaning of blanc ‘white’ in the following example: 

(55) un  requin  blanc 

 a  shark white 

 ‘a white shark’ 

 (i) a shark which happens to be white 

 (ii) a member of the white shark species  

In French as well as in English, requin blanc ‘white shark’ may either denote a 

shark individual which happens to be white (i) or a member of the white shark species 

— a kind in Carlson’s (1977) terminology (ii). Thus, example (56), containing ‘white 

shark’ as its subject and a kind-level predicate is well-formed: 

(56) Le  requin  blanc  est  menacé  d’extinction. 
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 the  white  shark  is  threatened  of extinction 

‘The white shark is on the verge of extinction.’ 

Interestingly, the behavior of blanc varies according to its denotation. When 

used in species denotation, blanc exhibits the same syntactic properties as Rel-As. As 

shown in (57), the adjective cannot be modified by an adverb (a), does not give rise to 

nominal formation (b), cannot be coordinated with a Qual-A (c), can only be separated 

from the noun it modifies by another kind-denoting adjective (d), and does not answer 

comment but quel type (e−f): 

(57) (a) *un  requin  incroyablement blanc. 

a shark  incredibly  white 

‘an incredibly white shark’ 

(b) *la  blancheur  du  requin 

   the  whiteness  of-the  shark 

  ‘the whiteness of the shark’ 

(c) *un  requin  blanc  et  fuselé 

    a  shark  white  and  slender 

  ‘a white and slender shark’  

(d) un  requin   {*fuselé / tropical}  blanc 

  a  shark  {slender / tropical}  white 

 ‘a {*slender / tropical} white shark’ 

 (e) - Quel  (type de) requin est le plus dangereux ? 

- Le requin blanc. 

'- Which (kind of) shark is the most dangerous?  

- The white shark.' 
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(f) - Comment sont les requins les plus dangereux ? 

- # Ils sont blancs.  

'- How are the most dangerous sharks? 

 - They are white.' 

Note however that all these examples are well-formed if blanc ‘white’ is 

understood as denoting the color of the shark, that is, as a Qual-A.  

If the analysis presented so far is correct, the examples in (57) reveal that an 

intersective Qual-A such as blanc may also be used to refer to a distinctive property, 

responsible for the suclassification of sharks into subspecies, in the same manner as 

Rel-As. The fact that blanc cannot be coordinated with another adjective (57d) reveals 

its subsectivity, as well as the ban on degree modification, which shows that the 

property applies in an 'absolute' manner. Recall also that the predicative use of Rel-As, 

when referring to kind-denoting properties, is subject to limitations: it is only possible 

when the adjective is modified by restrictive adverbs such as typiquement 'typically' for 

example, when the modal pouvoir 'can' is introduced, or in contrastive contexts. The 

following examples show that the same observations apply to blanc: 

(58) (a) *Ce  requin  est  blanc. 

    this  shark  is  white 

  [Intended meaning: ‘This shark is of the white shark type.’;  

  well-formed as 'This shark individual is white.'] 

 (b) Ce  requin  est  typiquement blanc. 

    this  shark  is  typically white 

  'This shark is typically white.' 

 (c) Ce  requin  peut  être  blanc  ou  gris. 
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    this  shark  can be white or grey 

  'This shark can be white or grey.' 

The contrast between (b) and (c) above shows that the same restriction with 

regards to predicative use apply when blanc is used as a discriminating property. Note 

that typiquement forces the generic reading of the subject, as shown by the fact that it 

can be replaced by the subspecies name, but not by a DP referring to a specific 

individual: 

(59) (a) Le  carcharodon carcharias  est  typiquement blanc. 

    the carcharodon carcharias is  typically white 

  'Carcharodon Carcharias is typically white.' 

 (b) # Mon  requin  est  typiquement blanc. 

    my shark  is  typically white 

  'My shark is typically white.' 

The adverb 'typically' can in fact be seen as turning the adjective it modifies into 

a discriminating property, whatever its original denotation. Finally, example (58c) 

shows that the introduction of pouvoir, as well as that of a contrast between two 

subkinds, also legitimates the predicative use of blanc as a kind-denoting property, as 

was already the case with Rel-As. 

These observations also hold for adjectives other than color. For example, 

sauvage behaves like a Qual-A in (60), while it displays the properties of a Rel-A in 

(61): 

(60) (a) Cette  agression  a  été (très) sauvage 

  this  aggression has been (very) brutal  

  ‘This aggression has been (very) brutal’ 
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 (b) la  sauvagerie  de cette agression   

  the  brutality of this  aggression  

  ‘the brutality of this aggression’ 

 (c) une  agression  sauvage  et  cruelle 

  a  aggression brutal   and  cruel 

   ‘a brutal and cruel aggression’ 

(61) (a) une  fleur  {*très / typiquement} sauvage 

  a  flower {*very / typically} wild   

  ‘a  {*very / typically} wild flower’ 

(b) Cette  fleur  est  *(typiquement)  sauvage. 

  this  flower is  *(typically)  wild 

  ‘This is a typically wild flower.’; ‘This flower typically grows wild.’ 

 (c) *la  sauvagerie  de  cette  fleur 

  the  wildness  of  this  flower 

 (d) *une  fleur  sauvage  et  rouge 

    a  flower wild   and  red  

Note that, when behaving as a Rel-A, sauvage means 'wild', whereas it is 

translated as 'brutal' when behaving as a Qual-A. This constitutes an important meaning 

change, that has not been observed for blanc, even if, when used taxonomically, it does 

not necessarily apply to white objects or entities (cf. the case of vin blanc 'white wine' 

which is in fact yellow). The same holds for fantastique which means 'fantastical' when 

taxonomic and 'terrific' when qualifying, and also for familial (13), whose meaning is 

'related to family' when taxonomic and 'warm' or 'intimate' when qualifying. Although a 

complete study of this semantic phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper, it can be 
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observed that, in both cases, the subjective or appreciative aspect of the adjective's 

meaning in qualifying use disappears in taxonomic use (see also Section 3.2). An 

explanation of this phenomenon is provided by Bouchard 2005, who assumes that 

properties that can discriminate between subkinds (or Concepts in his terminology) are 

necessarily objective. 

The examples examined above lead to the conclusion that even morphologically 

simple adjectives exhibit semantic variation, which is reflected by alternations of their 

syntactic behavior. This parallels what has been observed in the preceding section: the 

syntactic behavior of a given adjective does not depend on its morphological nature. We 

have seen above that denominal adjectives do not necessarily behave like Rel-As. This 

section shows that simple adjectives may also exhibit the behavior and interpretative 

properties typical of relational adjectives.  

Note that all the adjectives examined here are characterized by their regular 

postnominal position. Since French also displays prenominal adjectives, the next 

question that demands an answer is whether prenominal Qual-As can also be used 

taxonomically. 

3.2. Prenominal adjectives 

3.2.1. General observations 

It is frequently assumed that prenominal adjectives in French convey a subjective 

meaning, as opposed to postnominal adjectives, which are said to denote objective 

properties (see Blinkenberg 1928).  

The subjective or appreciative character of prenominal adjectives is revealed by 

the fact that they can appear as (parts of) complements of psychological verbs like 

trouver ‘find’ or considérer ‘consider’, as shown by (62): 
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(62) (a) Je trouve cette histoire {horrible / stupide / magnifique}. 

  ‘I find this story {horrible / stupid / splendid}.’ 

 (b) Je considère que Max est {un sale gosse / un pauvre type}. 

  ‘I consider Max to be {a nasty kid / a poor guy}.’ 

vs: (c) *Je considère cette table {carrée / rouge}. 

  ‘I consider this table {square / red}.’ 

This test can also be used to show the subjective character of adjectives such as 

bon ‘good’ or mauvais ‘bad’, even when modifying the event component of nouns such 

as plombier ‘plumber’ and danseur ‘dancer’ (cf. (17)): 

(63)  (a) J’ai trouvé ce film {bon / mauvais}. 

  ‘I found this movie {good / bad).’ 

 (b) Je considère que Max est {un bon plombier / un mauvais danseur}. 

  ‘I consider Max to be {a good plumber / a bad dancer}.’ 

It can be hypothesized that the appreciative character of bon and mauvais in 

(63b) is due to the fact that they rely on a comparison with (undefined but common) 

standards of dancing and plumbing. 

Apart from subjective adjectives, French also displays three other types of 

prenominal adjectives. Adjectives of the first class necessarily refer to members 

included into a set, and are called ‘D-partitives’ by Sleeman (1996): 

(64) (a) Je veux la même robe. 

  ‘I want the same dress.’ 

 (b) Je préfère la troisième proposition. 

  ‘I prefer the third proposal.’ 

 (c) J’achèterai son prochain roman. 
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  ‘I will buy his/her next novel.’ 

Second, non-predicative adjectives in the sense of Kamp (1975), termed 

'privative' by Partee (2001), are also prenominal in French: 

(65) Son {futur / ancien} mari s’appelle Paul. 

 ‘Her {future/ former} husband is called Paul.’ 

Finally, the third kind of prenominal adjectives is subsective adjectives, also 

called 'scalar adjectives' by Bouchard (1998): 

(66) (a)  Elle porte une longue robe. 

  ‘She is wearing a long dress.’ 

 (b) Ils ont acheté une {petite / grande} maison. 

  ‘They bought a {small / large} house.’ 

 (c) Le chateau a de hautes tours. 

  ‘The castle has high towers.’ 

There are in fact several differences between the adjectives in (64)−(65) and 

those occurring in (66). D-partitives and non-predicative adjectives are strictly 

prenominal (67), never occur as predicates (68), and cannot be modified by degree 

markers (69): 

(67) (a)  *Je veux la robe{même / troisième}. 

  Lit.: 'I want the dress {same / third}.' 

 (b) *Son mari {ancien / futur} s’appelle Paul. 

  Lit.: ‘Her husband {former / future} is called Paul.’ 

(68) (a) *La robe est {même / troisième}. 

  Lit.: 'The dress is{same / third}' 

 (b) *Son  mari  est {ancien / futur}.  
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  Lit.: ‘Her husband is{former / future}.' 

(69) (a)  *la  très {même / troisième} robe. 

  the  very {same / third}  dress    

 (b) *son  peu {ancien / futur}  mari     

  ‘her  few {former / future} husband  

The reverse properties hold for subsective adjectives, whether objective (70) or 

subjective (71), which pattern syntactically in the same manner. Note that, even if 

prenominal position is certainly the most frequent and natural for these adjectives, 

postnominal use is not completely excluded, particularly in case of modification by 

phonologically heavy adverbs (Abeillé & Godard 1999), or coordination  (Blinkenberg 

1928): 

(70) (a)  Ils  ont acheté  une  maison  {incroyablement petite /

  they  have bought  a  house  {incredibly   small / 

  grande et haute}. 

  large and high} 

  ‘They bought an {incredibly small / large and high} house.’ 

 (b) Cette  maison  est  {(très) petite /   (trop) grande /  

  ‘This house   is {(very) small /  (too) large /  

  (un peu) haute}. 

  (a little) high}.’ 

(71) (a) J’ai vu   un film  {terriblement mauvais /  bon mais  

  I have seen  a movie  {terribly bad /    good but  

  trop long} 

  too long} 
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  ‘I have seen a {terribly bad / good but too long} movie.’ 

 (b)  Ce film est {(très) mauvais / (vraiment) bon} 

  ‘This movie is {(very) bad / (really) good}.’ 

After this short review, let us now go back towards our main concern, namely 

taxonomic adjectives.  

3.2.2. Prenominal taxonomic adjectives 

Considering the various classes of French prenominal adjectives described above, the 

question we must adress is whether some may exhibit a taxonomic reading, and thus be 

used to refer to discriminating properties. Recall that, when occurring in taxonomic use, 

French adjectives regularly display six characteristic properties: they reject degree 

modification, exhibit restrictions with regards to predicative use and coordination, 

answer quel type/sorte instead of comment, occur closer to N than qualifying adjectives 

and do not nominalize. 

Consider now example (72): 

 (72) Le  grand  panda  est  une  espèce   menacée. 

 the  big  panda  is  a  species  endangered  

 ‘The giant panda is an endangered species.’ 

Example (72) contains a kind-level predicate, which can only apply to a generic 

(i.e. kind-denoting) subjects. In such a structure, the species is referred to by an Adj+N 

sequence. In this case, the adjective can only have a taxonomic reading. A sentence 

using the same predicate coupled with a subject containing a regular qualifying 

adjective would be ill-formed, as (73) shows:  

(73) *Le  {grand / magnifique} tigre  est  une  espèce   menacée. 

 the  {big /    beautiful} tiger is  an  species  endangered 
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 ‘The {big/beautiful} tiger is an endangered species.’ 

In such a sentence, grand tigre ‘big tiger’ or magnifique tigre ‘beautiful tiger’ 

can only refer to a tiger individual who happens to be of a large size / beautiful, and the 

sentence is ill-formed, due to its predicate.  

Observe also that grand, when used to describe a subspecies, exhibits four 

characteristics of taxonomic adjectives. It constitutes an appropriate answer to quel type 

and not to comment (74), and rejects nominalization (75a), coordination (75b) and 

adverbial modification (75c): 

(74) (a) - Quel   (type de)  panda  est  menacé ? 

  - which  (kind of)  panda  is  endangered  

  - Le  grand  panda. 

  - the  big  panda 

‘- Which (kind of) panda is endangered? 

- The giant panda.’ 

 (b)  - Comment  sont  les pandas  en  voie  d’extinction ? 

    how   are  the pandas  in  way  of extinction 

  - Ils  sont grands. 

  - they  are  tall / giant  

‘- How are the pandas (which are) becoming extinct? 

- # They are giant.’ 

(75) (a) *la  grandeur  du  panda 

   the  largeness  of-the  panda 

  ‘the largeness (i.e. great size) of the panda’ 

(b) *un  beau  et  grand  panda 
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    a  nice  and  big panda 

  ‘a nice and big panda’ 

 (c) *un  très  grand  panda  

  a very  big panda 

‘a very big panda’ 

Examples (75) would however be well-formed if grand were used to refer to the 

property of an individual panda instead of a subbkind. 

These observations also hold for adjectives modifying nouns denoting non-

biological species, as shown with petite cuiller ‘teaspoon’ under (76)−(77), haute / 

moyenne / basse justice ‘high / middle / low justice’ (78)−(79) and moyenne / haute 

montage ‘middle / high mountain’ (80)−(81): 

 (76) (a) Comment sont ces cuillers ? 

  - # Elles  sont  petites.  

  ‘- How are these spoons? 

  - # They are small.’ [Well-formed only if denoting size] 

 (b) - Quelles  cuillers  veux-tu ? 

    which  spoons  want you 

  - Les  petites (cuillers). 

  - the  small  (spoons) 

  ‘- Which spoons do you want? 

  - The teaspoons.’ 

(77) (a) *la  petitesse  des  cuillers 

   the  smallness  of-the  spoons 

  ‘the smallness of the spoons’ [Well-formed if denoting size] 
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 (b) *une  petite  mais  jolie  cuiller 

    a  small but nice spoon 

  ‘a small but nice spoon’ [Well-formed if denoting size] 

 (c)  *une  toute  petite  cuiller 

   a very  small  spoon 

‘a very small spoon’ [Well-formed if denoting size] 

(78) (a) - Comment  était  la justice  féodale ? 

    How   was the justice  feudal 

  - # Elle  était  haute, moyenne  ou  basse. 

  -     it   was  high,  middle  or  low. 

  ‘- How was feudal justice? 

  - # It was high, middle or low. 

 (b) - Quels  étaient les  degrés  de  justice féodale ? 

    which  were  the  levels  of  justice  feudal 

  - La  haute,  la  moyenne  et  la  basse  justice. 

  - the  high,  the  middle  and  the  low justice. 

  ‘- Which were the levels of feudal justice? 

  - High, middle and low justice.’ 

(79) (a) *la  hauteur de  la  justice 

   the  height   of the  justice 

 (b) *la  haute  et  impressionnante justice 

    the  high and  impressing   justice  

 (c)  *la  très  basse  justice 

   the very  low justice 
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(80) (a) Comment  est  la montagne  la plus  dangereuse ? 

  How   is  the mountain the most dangerous 

  - # Elle  est  haute. 

      it  is high 

  ‘- How is the most dangerous mountain? 

  - # It is high.’ [Well-formed if referring to a particular mountain] 

 (b) - Quelle  sorte de montagne  est   facilement  accessible ? 

    which  kind of mountain is  easily   accessible 

  - La  moyenne  montagne. 

  - the  middle  mountain 

  ‘- Which kind of mountain is easily accessible? 

  - A middle(-sized) mountain.’ 

(81) (a) *la  hauteur  de  la  montagne 

   the  height  of  the  mountain 

 [Well-formed if denoting size] 

 (b) *la  moyenne et  accessible  montagne 

    the  middle  and accessible mountain 

   [Well-formed if referring to a particular mountain] 

 (c)  *la  trop  haute  montagne 

   the too high mountain  

 [Well-formed if referring to a particular mountain] 

From a semantic point of view, adjectives such as grand and haut are termed 

‘scalar adjectives’ by Bouchard (1998), and ‘relative adjectives’ by Bouillon (1997), 

based on the fact that they involve a scale of comparison between several equivalent 
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objects. For example, un grand tigre ‘a big tiger’ is a tiger individual that is large when 

compared to other tiger individuals. In fact, the meaning of grand, petit, or haut when 

used as taxonomic adjectives still remains scalar. Yet, in such use, they involve a 

comparison between several subkinds (or subparts in the case of general notions such as 

'mountain' or 'justice') of a species, instead of involving a comparison between 

individuals. Thus grand panda ‘giant panda’ refers to a species whose members are as a 

rule larger than that of other panda species, and haute montagne to the highest subpart 

of mountains taken as a whole. 

Recall finally that adjectives referring to discriminating properties exhibit two 

other peculiarities: they are always adjacent to the noun and may appear in predicative 

use if certain conditions are met.  

Concerning the first point, adjectives such as petit, grand, haut, ect, are always 

left-adjacent to the noun, even when used as qualifying adjectives:  

(82) (a)  une  belle  {petite  /haute}  tour 

  a nice {small / high}  tower 

 (b)  *une  {petite  /haute}   belle  tour 

    a {small / high}  nice  house 

Consider now (83): 

(83) (a)  un  grand  petit   panda  

  a tall small (i.e.red) panda 

  'a tall red panda' (i.e. a member of the red panda species which happens  

  to be tall) 

 (b)  un  petit  grand panda  

  a small big panda 
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  'a little giant panda' (i.e. a member of the giant panda species which  

  happens to be small / young) 

Petit panda and grand panda refer to mutually exclusive panda subspecies. 

Since no panda individual can belong at the same time to both, one of the adjectives is 

necessarily understood as qualifying. Crucially, it is always the more external adjective. 

Consequently, these examples reveal that prenominal taxonomic adjectives necessarily 

occur closer to nouns that qualifying adjectives, as they do when postnominal. 

As for predicative use, prenominal taxonomic adjectives do not admit it, as the 

following examples show: 

(84) (a) *Ce panda est grand. 

  'This panda is tall.' 

 (b) *Cette cuiller est petite. 

  'This spoon is small.' 

 (c) ?? La justice féodale pouvait être haute, moyenne ou basse. 

  'Feudal justice could be high, middle or low.' 

 (d) *La montagne est moyenne ou haute. 

  'A mountain is middle or high.' 

Now, all these examples would be well-formed if the adjectives were used to 

denote properties of individuals. A possible explanation of this phenomenon lies in the 

fact that scalar adjectives, whatever their use, are closer to subsective than to 

intersective adjectives. As such, they would not denote properties, but rather allow 

direct reference to the subparts of the noun they combine with. Consider for example 

the case of moyenne in moyenne montagne. By contrast with blanc in requin blanc 

'white shark' or bovine in maladie bovine 'bovine disease', that denote distinctive 
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properties, moyenne does not, in the same manner as 'technical' in 'technical architect' 

(cf. (2)). It is in fact moyenne montagne as a whole that refers to a subkind. We are in 

fact faced here with a peculiar semantic behavior, namely taxonomic use of scalar 

adjectives. As predicate modifiers, such adjectives operate a partition within a kind 

without referring to a property. This notion of partitioning also explains why these 

adjectives do not admit degree modification, as was shown in the (c) examples of (75), 

(79) and (81): as mentioned in 2.2.1, degree is incompatible with subkind denotation. 

An argument supporting the subsective analysis of scalar adjectives lies in the 

fact that their predicativity is restricted to their use as modifiers of a referent (70)−(71). 

As shown in (84), it is excluded in case of taxonomic use, and also when the adjective 

modifies the event component of the noun it appears with. Interestingly, predicative use 

is coupled with two other properties. As the following examples illustrate, when it 

proves possible the adjectives can also nominalize and occur postnominally:  

(85) (a) un  bon  roi 

  a good king 

  'a good king' (i.e. a good ruler) 

 (b) un  roi  bon 

  a king  good  

  'a good king' (i.e. good as an individual) 

 (c) Ce roi est bon. 

  'This king is good' (as an individual) 

 (d) la bonté du roi 

  the king's goodness (as an individual) 

(86) (a) un  petit  voleur 
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  a little  thief 

  'a petty thief' (i.e. committing little thefts) 

 (b) un  voleur  petit 

  a thief little 

  'a small thief' (i.e. of a small size) 

 (c) Ce voleur est petit 

  'This thief is small.' (of a small size) 

 (d) la {petitesse / petite taille} du voleur 

  'the thief's small size' 

The restriction on predicative use of taxonomic prenominal adjectives thus fits 

into a more general pattern that involves two other properties and a whole adjective 

class.  

Note that, if our analysis is on the right track, it may provide an explanation as to 

why relational adjectives always behave as qualifying when occurring prenominally, as 

shown by the following example, from Fradin & Kerleroux (2003): 

(87) (a) la très cérébrale peinture de ce jeune artiste 

  'the very cerebral painting of this young artist' 

 (b) La peinture de ce jeune artiste est très cérébrale 

  'The painting of this young artist is very cerebral.' 

Note that, in example (87a), cérébral has a subjective interpretation, as shown 

by the fact that it can appear after trouver 'find': 

(88) Je n'aime pas sa peinture : je la trouve trop cérébrale. 

 'I don't like his painting: I find it too cerebral.' 
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In fact, among the prenominal adjectives introduced at the beginning of this 

section, only those whose value is objective can be used taxonomically (see also the 

discussion on sauvage, fantastique and familial in Section 3.1.). Thus, even if an 

adjective like bon in (85) patterns syntactically in the same manner as grand, the 

impossibility of using it taxonomically can be seen as a consequence of its intrinsic 

subjective meaning. Similarly, cérébral is subjective when prenominal, and, as such, is 

resistant to taxonomic reading. As for ancien or futur (65), their privative nature 

prevents taxonomic use: as un futur marié 'a future husband' does not refer to a 

husband, it cannot be a subkind of husband. As for même and tel (64), the fact that their 

meaning rely on identity is contradictory with the notion of taxonomy, which is based 

on distinctiveness. 

To sum up, we have seen in this section that some prenominal adjectives exhibit 

the same behavior as postnominal taxonomic adjectives. They can thus be termed 

taxonomic, since their occurrence with a noun is used to refer to one of its subkind. Yet, 

these adjectives differ from postnominal taxonomic adjectives by the fact that they 

cannot be used predicatively, since they do not denote properties, but refer directly to 

subclasses. 

3.3.Summary 

In this section, we have seen that, apart those classified as D-partitives and privative 

adjectives, all denominal as well as morphologically simple French adjectives exhibit 

two syntactic behaviors. First, adjectives may behave as qualifying adjectives. Apart 

from restrictions due to their meanings, or to lexical gaps in the case of nominalizations, 

they exhibit several typical properties: degree modification, regular predicative use, use 

as bases for morphological noun formation. Semantically, all these adjectives express an 
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objective or subjective property of the noun (vs event component) they modify and are 

appropriate answers to questions introduced by the interrogative comment ‘how’. 

However, these adjectives also exhibit another behavior, in which they lack the 

above properties. In this second use, they answer to quel (type) 'which (kind)'. They also 

exhibit various restrictions with regards to qualifying use: they must be adjacent to the 

noun they modify (apart from cases of focalization), and display restrictions with 

regards to coordination and predicative use. Finally, they do not give rise to noun 

formation. In fact, adjectives in this use qualify as deficient with regards to those used 

qualifyingly, since they fail to exhibit the properties currently ascribed to qualifying 

adjectives.  

When they are denominal, such adjectives are traditionally called relational, 

based on the fact that they denote an entity in relation with the head noun instead of a 

property. In some cases, this entity can be analyzed as an argument of the head noun 

(production pétrolière ‘petrol production’). However, even in these cases, relational 

adjectives can be described as denoting a subkind of the noun they modify. The same 

holds for morphologically simple adjectives, which can be prenominal (petite cuiller 

‘teaspoon’) or postnominal (fleur sauvage ‘wildflower’). Thus all of these adjectives 

fall into the same class of taxonomic adjectives. There is, however, a difference 

between prenominal and postnominal taxonomic adjectives: while the latter denote 

discriminating properties, the former do not, and directly point to a subpart or subkind 

of the noun's referents.  

When faced with such examples, a question needs to be asked: what is the nature 

of the relation between taxonomic adjectives and the noun they modify? If the 

qualifying use of a given adjective is regarded as its regular use, then the relationship 
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between taxonomic adjectives and nouns may in fact be built up at the lexical level, 

such units being compounds of some sort. This issue is addressed in the following 

section. 

 
4. AGAINST LEXICALIZATION 

French lexicalized expressions have been extensively studied by Gross (1996), who 

proposes semantic and syntactic criteria in order to distinguish them from syntactically 

built units. From a semantic point of view, Gross observes that lexicalized expressions 

may be partially or fully opaque, in which case their meaning cannot be deduced from 

the meanings of their parts. Fully opaque compounds correspond to the well-known 

class of exocentric compounds while semi-opaque compounds are known as 

endocentric compounds (Allen 1978). Since taxonomic adjectives are used to denote 

subkinds of the noun they modify, any noun associated with such an adjective has to 

keep its usual meaning. Thus, units made of a taxonomic adjective and a noun can only 

be compared to endocentric compounds.  

Examples of endocentric lexicalized expressions involving nouns and adjectives 

are given under (89): 

(89) (a) un  coffre-fort  

  a  chest-strong 

  ‘a safe’ 

 (b) un  petit  pois 

  a  little  pea 

  ‘a green pea’ 

As observed by Gross, no part of lexicalized expressions can be replaced by 

synonymous words: 
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(90) (a) un  coffre {dur / solide}   

  a  chest {hard / strong}   

  ‘a {hard / strong} chest’; ≠ ‘a safe’ 

 (b) une  boîte  forte 

  a  box  strong 

  ‘a strong box’; ≠ ‘a safe’ 

 (c) un  pois  {menu / réduit} 

  a   pea {tiny / reduced}  

  ‘a {tiny / reduced} pea’;  ≠ ‘a green pea’ 

 (d) un  petit  grain 

  a  small bean 

  ‘a small bean’; ≠ ‘a green pea’ 

In fact, the meaning loss exhibited by (at least one of) the units involved in the 

compound may be held responsible for the unavailability of synonymic alternation: if 

synonymy is defined as meaning equivalence, meaning loss should normally entail loss 

of synonymic relations. 

Consider now some of the examples studied above. Due to their denominal 

nature, relational adjectives can frequently be replaced by [de (Det) N]: 

(91) (a) une  maladie  {bovine / des   bœufs / du bœuf} 

  a  disease    bovine  / of-the-PLUR  oxen  / of-the ox} 

  ‘a bovine disease’; ‘a cattle disease’ 

 (b) un  club  {sportif  / de sport} 

  a  club    sport-ADJ  / of sport} 

  ‘a sports club’ 
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It is also the case for some non-relational adjectives too, despite the absence of 

morphological relationship between the adjective and the noun in the PP: 

(92) une  fleur  {sauvage  / des  champs} 

a  flower     {wild  / of-the fields} 

 ‘a wildflower’ 

In other cases, the adjective can alternate with another adjective or with a PP, 

providing their meanings are close: 

(93) énergie  {atomique  / nucléaire} 

 energy  {atomic / nuclear} 

 ‘{atomic / nuclear} energy’ 

(94) (a) une  petite  cuiller   

  a  small  spoon    

  ‘a small spoon’; ‘a coffee spoon’ 

= (b) une  cuiller  à  café 

  a  spoon   for  coffee 

  ‘a small spoon’; ‘a coffee spoon’ 

Alternation of nominal elements is also possible if a synonym is available: 

(95) (a) une  {maladie / affection}  bovine 

  a {disease / illness} bovine 

  ‘a bovine {disease/ illness}’ 

 (b) {un animal / une bête}  sauvage 

  {an animal / a beast}  wild 

  ‘a wild beast / animal’ 
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Note also that, according to what was said above, the semantic transparency of 

the N-Adj / Adj-N units is granted by alternation possibilities. 

More generally, postnominal taxonomic adjectives may occur rather freely with 

a great variety of nouns, providing their lexical meanings are compatible, as shown 

under (96).  

(96) (a) {accident / lobe / artère / fonctionnement /etc}  cérébral 

  {accident / lobe / artery / functioning  /etc}   cerebral 

  ‘cerebral {accident /lobe / artery / functioning}’ 

 (b) {canard / chat  / fruit  / fleur  / champignon  / baie}   sauvage 

  {duck / cat  / fruit  / flower / mushroom  / berry}  wild 

  ‘wild {duck / cat / flower / mushroom / berry}’  

As for prenominal taxonomic adjectives, alternations are less common, probably 

due to the fact that such adjectives constitute a reduced class (see Section 3.2.). Some 

examples, where a prenominal adjective alternates with a postnominal one, are however 

provided in (97)−(98): 

(97) (a) le  haut  Moyen-Age 

  the high Middle-Ages 

  Lit.: 'High Middle-Ages' 

= (b) le  Moyen-Age  précoce 

  the Middle-Ages early 

  'Early Middle-Ages' 

(98) (a) le  grand dauphin 

  the big dolphin 

  'bottlenose dolphin' 
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= (b) le  dauphin  souffleur 

  the dolphin blower 

  'bottlenose dolphin' 

Of course, this is not the case for lexicalized expressions, whose parts cannot be 

replaced. 

Let us now turn towards the syntactic properties of lexicalized expressions. 

According to Gross, compounds do not exhibit the transformational properties 

characterizing syntactic units. First, no element may be inserted between the parts of a 

compound. Second, coordination of adjectives in N-Adj and Adj-N compounds is 

impossible. Third, adjectives entering into compounds do not allow nominalization nor 

adverbial modification. These properties are illustrated under (99)−(100): 

(99) (a) un  coffre  particulièrement  fort  

  a  chest particularly   strong 

  ‘a particularly hard chest’; ≠ ‘a safe’ 

 (b) un  coffre noir  (et)  fort 

  a  chest black (and) strong  

  ‘a strong (and) hard chest’; ≠ ‘a safe’ 

 (c) la force  du  coffre  

  the strength  of-the chest   

  ‘the strength of the chest’; ≠ ‘the strength of the safe’ 

(100) (a) un  très petit  pois 

  a very small  pea  

  ‘a very small pea’; ≠ ‘a (very small) green pea’ 

 (b) un  petit  mais  joli pois 
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  a small  but nice pea  

  ‘a small but nice pea’; ≠ ‘a nice green pea’ 

 (c) la  petitesse  du  pois 

  the  smallness of-the pea 

  ‘the smallness of the pea’; ≠ ‘the smallness of the green pea’ 

At first sight, these properties seem to parallel those observed in the preceding 

sections. We noted in particular that the adjectives studied here do not allow degree 

modification neither nominalization. However, adjectival coordination, which is 

impossible in the case of lexicalized expressions, is observed in the case of taxonomic 

adjectives, provided the subkinds denoted are mutually exclusive (see Sections 2.2.2. 

and 2.2.3. and (29b) for a comparison): 

(101) (a) la  marche  en  haute  et  moyenne  montagne 

  the  walk   in high  and  middle  mountain 

‘walking in high and middle mountain’ 

 (b) des   palais   royaux  et  impériaux 

  INDEF.PL. palaces  king-ADJ and emperor-ADJ 

  ‘king's and emperor's palaces’ 

Finally, as noted by McNally & Boleda (2004), some taxonomic adjectives 

allow noun ellipsis2, which is not possible in compounds: 

(102) (a) les  petites  e et  les  grandes  cuillères 

  the  small  e and  the  large   spoons 

  ‘teaspoons and soupspoons’ 

 (b) du   raisin blanc  et  du   e  rouge 

  PART.ART.  grape  white  and  PART.ART. e  red 
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  ‘white and red grapes’ 

(103) (a) *les  coffres  inviolables  et  les e  forts  

    the  chests   burglar-proof and  the e strong 

 (b) *les  grands-ducs   et  les  petits  e 

    the  high-duke (i.e. eagle owls) and  the  small e (i.e. scops  

  owls) 

  [Intended meaning: 'eagle owls and scops owls'] 

Thus, the morphosyntactic properties of N-Adj and Adj-N sequences studied in 

this paper do not parallel those attributed by Gross (1996) to lexicalized N-Adj or Adj-

N expressions. The examples examined show that taxonomic adjectives behave as 

independent units with regards to coordination and/or noun ellipsis.  

The syntactic autonomy of taxonomic adjectives may also be held responsible 

for their properties with regards to focalization. Recall that some taxonomic adjectives 

may be focalized (26), in which case they can be separated from the noun they modify. 

Yet, this is impossible in compounds: 

(104) *J’ ai  acheté un  coffre  inviolable,  fort.   

   I  have  bought  a  safe burglar-proof, strong 

We may thus conclude that taxonomic adjectives behave like syntactically 

independent units, even if they do not pattern like qualifying adjectives. In fact, 

taxonomic adjectives seem halfway between qualifying adjectives, which are fully 

independent, and lexicalized [Adj-N] or [N-Adj] units. The sequences in question here 

are actually closer to collocations, i.e. regularly co-occurring items, than they are to 

compounds. Whereas a denominal adjective exhibiting an usual relational behavior can 

lose its primary denotation and take a qualifying use, a given Qual-A, if referring to 
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some characteristics typical of a subkind, can adopt a discriminating value, and take a 

taxonomic use. In this case, the adjective meaning can be modified in two ways: first, 

by the loss of subjectivity if the adjective originally exhibits such an interpretation; 

second, by acquiring a meaning that has to be specifically defined in relation to the 

modified noun. Thus, in vin blanc 'white wine' or requin blanc 'white shark', the 

adjective meaning is better glossed by 'white for a wine' or 'white for a shark', and does 

not necessarily refer to the color exhibited by other objects usually defined as white.    

The last step towards lexicalization is achieved by the complete loss of syntactic 

autonomy and semantic transparency. 

Since taxonomic adjectives are independent units at the syntactic level, they 

require a syntactic analysis, which must still account for the fact that they do not behave 

as regular qualifying adjectives. This is the aim of the following section. 

 
5. THE SYNTAX OF TAXONOMIC ADJECTIVAL MODIFICATION 

In this section, a syntactic analysis of taxonomic vs qualifying adjectival modification is 

developed. It is claimed that taxonomic adjectives merge in the NP extended projection 

lower than qualifying adjectives. More precisely, it will be shown that taxonomic 

adjectives merge under NumP (Carstens 1991, Ritter 1991, Valois 1991) whereas 

qualifying adjectives merge above NumP. 

5.1. NumP and adjectives: Cinque’s (1994) analysis 

One of the most well-known recent analyses of adjective position in generative syntax is 

certainly that of Cinque (1994). Relying on Sproat and Shih's (1990) observation that 

adjectives are universally ordered, Cinque makes two assumptions on the nature of the 

ordering. First, adjectives are generated as specifiers of ordered Agr(eement) 

Projections. The relative order of these functional projections within the DP depends on 
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the semantic class of the adjectives (see also Scott 1998 for a similar analysis). For 

example, the fact that adjectives denoting qualities (i.e. 'nice', 'ugly', etc) normally 

precede those referring to size ('small', 'big') is analyzed as resulting from the fact that 

AgrQualP dominates AgrSizeP, as shown in (105): 

(105) [[nice]AdjP AgrQuality  [[big]AdjP AgrSize [table]NP]AgrSizeP]AgrQualityP 

Cinque's second assumption concerns Romance languages, whose peculiarity is 

to exhibit both prenominal and postnominal adjectives. According to Cinque, AgrPs 

hosting  postnominal adjectives in Romance are merged under NumP, as opposed to 

prenominal adjectives, whose AgrPs dominate NumP. The postnominal position of 

Adjectives is achieved by N-movement to Num: 

(106) [[belle]AdjP AgrQuality [maisonNum[[blanche]AdjPAgrColor[tN]NP]AgrColrP]NumP]AgrQualP 

 

On the other hand, recent analyses of NumP have been developed by Kwon & 

Zribi-Hertz (2004), Borer (2005) and Zribi-Hertz & Glaude (2007). These authors 

observe that count nouns exhibit number variation, whereas mass nouns do not: 

 (107) (a) un sac   

a bag 

‘a bag’ 

 (b) des  sac-s   

  INDEF.PL bag-PL 

(108) (a) de l'   or   

 PART.ART. gold 

‘(some) goldmass’ 

 (b) ?? des  or-s   
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    INDEF.PL gold-PL 

Recall that number variation, which is a typical property of count nouns, is 

checked by NumP. Since mass nouns do not exhibit alternations between singular and 

plural, the above authors claim that this projection does not appear in their functional 

structure. Thus, the presence of NumP distinguishes count from mass nouns in 

languages such as French. This analysis gives rise to the following opposition: 

(109) (a) [de l'   [or]NP]DP   

 PART.ART. gold 

‘(some) goldmass’ 

 (b) [un   [saci]Num[Sing] [ ti]NP]NumP]DP 

  a   bag 

  ‘a bag’ 

 (c) [des   [sacsi]Num[Pl] [ ti]NP]NumP]DP 

  INDEF.PLUR  bags 

  ‘bags’  

(110) (a) [du   [gâteau]NP]DP   

 PART.ART. cake 

‘(some) cakemass’ 

 (b) [un   [gâteaui]Num[Sing] [ ti]NP]NumP]DP 

  a   cake 

  ‘a cake’ 

 (c) [des   [gâteauxi]Num[Pl] [ ti]NP]NumP]DP 

  INDEF.PLUR  cakes 

  ‘cakes’ 
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When interpreted as a mass noun (110a), gâteau ‘cake’ is deprived of a NumP 

projection. The only functional projection in such a structure is DP (Abney 1987; see 

however Zribi-Hertz 2003 and Kupferman 2004 for an alternative analysis). In 

(110b−c), gâteau is understood as a count noun, as shown by the opposition between its 

singular and plural forms. In such cases, NP is dominated by NumP, whose head checks 

the morphological number features expressed on the nominal head. Note that, from this 

point of view, the form gâteau is ambiguous: it may either be the realization of N alone 

(110a), or be formed by N and the unrealized singular suffix (110b). 

Let us now examine which predictions can be made by combining the above 

analyses. If Cinque (1994) and Kwon & Zribi-Hertz (2004), Borer (2005) and Zribi-

Hertz & Glaude (2007) were both right, one would expect postnominal adjectives not to 

appear with mass nouns. In the absence of NumP, no N-movement should occur, and all 

the adjectives should appear prenominally, as in (111a): 

(111) (a) [Adj1P    Agr    [Adj2P  Agr [N]NP]Agr2P]Agr1P 

vs: (b) [Adj1P    Agr      [N]Num [Adj2P  Agr [tN]NP]Agr2P]NumP]Agr1P 

Examples (112-113) show however that this prediction is not borne out. In fact, 

adjectives appearing postnominally with count nouns remain in the same position when 

modifying mass nouns: 

(112) (a) un / des   gâteau(x)  frais 

  a / INDEF.PLUR  cake(PLUR) fresh 

  ‘a fresh cake; fresh cakes’ 

 (b) du   gâteau   frais 

  PART.ART. cake  fresh 

  ‘(some) fresh cake’  
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(113)  (a) un / des   tissu(s)  blanc(s) 

  a / INDEF.PLUR  fabric(PLUR) white(PLUR) 

  ‘a / several (pieces of) white fabric’  

 (b) du   tissu blanc 

  PART.ART. fabric white 

  ‘white fabric’ 

Since they do not prove compatible with each other, one of the above hypotheses 

has to be discarded.  

In fact, various other objections have been raised against Cinque’s (1994) 

analysis. First, as observed by Lamarche (1991) and Laenzlinger (2000), the existence 

of adjectives occurring both pre- and postnominally in French constitutes a serious 

objection to an analysis deriving postnominal placement of adjectives from N to Num 

movement: 

(114) (a) une  histoire affreuse 

  a story awful 

  'an awful story' 

 (b) une  affreuse  histoire 

  a awful  story  

  'an awful story' 

(115) (a)  de la   soie  verte  magnifique 

  PART.ART. silk green beautiful 

  'beautiful green silk' 

 (b) de la   magnifique  soie  verte 

  PART.ART. beautiful  silk green  
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  'beautiful green silk' 

 Second, Laenzlinger (2005) observes that some PPs necessarily appear closer to 

the noun they modify than any postnominal qualifying adjective, a result that should not 

obtain in case of N movement (cf. (116c)): 

(116) (a) un  club  [de  sport]PP  réputé 

  a club of  sport  famous 

  ‘a famous sportsclub’ 

 (b) *un  club  réputé   [de  sport]PP 

     a club famous   [of  sport]  

  [well-formed if PP is focalized]  

 (c) *[   [clubi]Num  [réputé]Adj Agr [ti  [de sport]PP ]NP ]AgrP ]NumP 

According to Laenzlinger (2005: 673), such PPs ‘stand in a close lexico-

semantic relationship with the noun they modify’. In fact, like taxonomic adjectives, 

they restrict the meaning of the noun they appear with to one of its subkinds and, as 

such, are appropriately called taxonomic modifiers. It is not surprising, then, that some 

of these PPs alternate with relational adjectives, and, as shown by (116b-117c), pattern 

in the same manner: 

(117) (a) un  club  {sportif  / de sport} réputé 

  a club {sport-ADJ  / of sport} famous 

 (b) *un  club  réputé   sportif  

  a club famous  sport-ADJ   

  [well-formed if Adj is focalized]   
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In fact, examples (115)−(117) strongly suggest that adjective and PP placement 

should better be analyzed as involving XP movement rather than head (i.e.N) movement 

(see also Knittel 2005): 

(118) (a) de la   [soie  verte]XP  magnifique  tXP (=115a) 

  PART.ART. silk green  beautiful 

  'beautiful green silk' 

 (b) un  [club  {sportif  / de sport}]XP  réputé tXP (=117a) 

  a club {sport-ADJ / of sport}   famous 

This analysis is also appropriate for (114a): 

(119)  une  [histoire]XP  affreuse tXP 

  a story  awful 

  'an awful story' 

There is another argument to reject the hypothesis of N-movement. Recall that 

the idea of N-to-Num movement is based on that of V-to-I movement, and is meant to 

account for the opposition between Romance and Germanic with regards to postnominal 

placement of adjectives. It is generally assumed for the verbal domain that a strong I 

head is able to attract V, whereas a weak I head cannot (see Pollock 1989, Rohrbacher 

1994, Vikner 1997, among others). This opposition accounts for various differences 

(negation and adverbs position, do-insertion, etc) between Romance and English. Now, 

according to Cinque (1994) if adjectives may occur postnominally in Romance, it is due 

to the fact that Num is a strong head and, as such, is able to attract N. However, a strong 

head is generally defined as a head exhibiting a morphologically rich inflectional 

system. Consider now examples (120)−(121): 

(120) Romance number marking 
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 (a) Italian:  gatto /gato /  /  gatti /gati/   

 (b) French : chat  /∫a/  / chats  /∫a/ 

(121) Germanic number marking 

 (a) English :  cat  /kæt/   / cats / kæt/ 

 (b) German:  Katze  / katz∂ / / Katzen /katz∂n/ 

All the above languages exhibit a written plural marking, but among them, only 

French has a phonologically unrealized number distinction. As a consequence, Number 

in this language is better analyzed as having a lesser morphological strength compared 

with other laguages, including Germanic, and possibly as exhibiting a weak Number 

feature. As a consequence, no concordance can be found among the Romance 

languages, between Romance and Germanic, and, most importantly, between adjectives 

postnominal placement and Number strength (see also Knittel 2007). An analysis 

relying on N-to-Num movement such as Cinque's has thus to be rejected3.    

An analysis in terms of XP movement has in fact been proposed by Laenzlinger 

(2005), who suggests that structures such as (117) are derived by NP movement to the 

specifier of a nominal agreement projection: 

(122) [   [club de sport]i FAgr(NP)  [ [réputé]Adj Agr [ti]NP ]AgrP ]FP 

      club of sport       famous 

Yet, the adoption of this analysis would have a rather undesirable consequence: 

that of treating [club sportif] and [soie verte] like NPs, as was the case in earlier models 

of generative grammar (see for example Radford 1988). Moreover, the exact role of 

FAgrP remains to be defined4. According to Laenzlinger (2005: 658), FAgrP is a position 

where NP checks its number and gender features. Yet, this checking function is already 

fulfilled by the Agreement Projections hosting AdjPs. At the same time, he suggests 
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that FAgrP dominates adjectives as well as PPs, even if, obviously, PPs do not agree with 

Ns. As a consequence, if the idea of an intermediate projection is maintained, as the 

data seem to require, its exact nature remains to be defined. 

To sum up, the arguments developed in this subsection show that for mass as 

well as count nouns, Cinque’s analysis leaves cases of adjectival placement 

unexplained. Consequently, another analysis of the relationship between NumP and 

adjectives must be sought.  

 
5.2. An alternative account 

We have observed above that the adjectives appearing postnominally with count nouns 

still remain postnominal when modifying mass nouns. There are however some 

restrictions with regards to adjectival modification for massive abstract nominals in 

French (see also Beauseroy & Knittel 2008 and van de Velde, to appear). A first case is 

illustrated under (123): 

(123) (a) Elle  fait  de la   danse   {orientale / *gracieuse}. 

  she  does PART.ART. dancing {oriental / *graceful} 

  ‘She practices {oriental / *graceful} dancing.’ 

(b) Elle  a  exécuté  {une / des}   danse(s)  

  she has  executed  {a / INDEF.PLUR} dance(PLUR)  

  (orientale(s))  gracieuse(s). 

(oriental(PLUR))  graceful(PLUR)  

‘She has performed a graceful (oriental) dance.’; ‘She has performed 

graceful (oriental) dances.’ 

(c) La  danse   {orientale / *gracieuse}  développe  la  

 the  dancing  {oriental / *graceful}  improves the 
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 souplesse. 

 flexibility 

 ‘{Oriental / *graceful} dancing improves flexibility.’ 

(d) Les  danses   {orientales / *gracieuses}  développent  la  

 the  dancing-PL  {oriental / *graceful}  improve the 

 souplesse. 

 flexibility 

 ‘{Oriental / *graceful} dances improve flexibility.’ 

The noun danse ‘dance / dancing’ may be used in French as a mass or as a count 

noun. In the first case, it refers to the (unbounded) activity of dancing, whereas it 

denotes a (bounded) instance of dancing or a choregraphy in the second case. Example 

(a) shows that danse as a mass noun may only be modified by taxonomic adjectives, 

whereas both taxonomic and qualifying adjectives are possible if danse is used a count 

noun (b). The same restriction on qualifying modification is observed when danse is 

used as subject in a generic sentence (c), even if pluralization is not excluded in such a 

context (d). In fact, the impossibility of qualifying (vs taxonomic) modification in 

generic sentences had already been observed for count nouns in (72)−(73), repeated 

here under (124):  

(124) (a) Le  grandTax  panda  est  une  espèce   menacée. 

  the  big   panda  is  a  species  endangered  

  ‘The giant panda is an endangered species.’ 

 (b) Le  {*grandQual / *magnifiqueQual} tigre  est  une  espèce 

  the  {big /    beautiful}   tiger is  an  species 

  menacée. 
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  endangered   

  Lit.: ‘The {big/beautiful} tiger is an endangered species.’ 

 A plausible explanation is that, due to their kind denotation, generic nouns only 

admit subkind denoting adjectives, an observation current in semantic literature (Dahl 

1975, 1985 ; Krifka & al. 1995, Dayal 2003). As a matter of fact, the plural noun danses 

in (124d) can only be understood as 'all the kinds of oriental dances', and not as 'all the 

instances / choregraphies of oriental dances'. This constitutes another argument 

supporting our hypothesis. 

The above observations also hold for nouns denoting concrete objects when 

count and activities when mass, such as ski (‘ski’ / ‘skiing’), as shown under (125), 

where the reference is to the activity in one case and to the necessary equipment in the 

other: 

(125) (a) Elle  fait  du   ski {alpin / *rapide}. 

  she  does PART.ART. ski  {alpine / *fast} 

  ‘She practices {alpine / *fast} skiing.’ 

(b) Elle  a  acheté   des   skis  (alpins)  

  she has  bought  INDEF.PLUR skis (alpine) 

rapides. 

fast 

  ‘She has bought fast (alpine) skis.’ 

(c) Le  ski {alpin / *rapide}  abîme   les  genoux. 

 the  skiing  {alpine / *fast} damages the knees 

 ‘{Alpine / *fast} skiing is bad for the knees.’ 
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From a syntactic point of view, it can be considered that qualifying modification 

in the above examples depends on the availability of number variation, in other words 

on the presence of NumP5. More precisely, when nouns such as ski and danse appear as 

mass nouns and/or as generic subjects, they only admit taxonomic modification.  

Leaving aside generic sentences for now, we are interested in a syntactic 

explanation of the contrast between (123a) and (125a) on the one hand, and of (123b) 

and (125b) on the other hand. One possible exaplanation is that qualifying modification 

requires the presence of NumP, whereas taxonomic modification does not. If we assume 

Cinque’s (1994, 2005) analyses that adjectival projections merge as specifiers of 

Agreement projections, this can be accounted for by postulating that Agreement 

projections hosting qualifying AdjPs merge above NumP, whereas Agreement 

projections hosting taxonomic AdjPs merge above NP, as (126) illustrates: 

(126) (a) qualifying modification  (b) taxonomic modification 

 
AgrQualP     AgrTaxP 
 

 AdjP  AgrQual’   AdjP  AgrTax’ 
 
  AgrQual  NumP    AgrTax  NP 
 
    NP 

 

These preliminary sketches need to be improved, however, in order to account 

for other attested structures in which adjectives — taxonomic as well as qualifying — 

appear in postnominal position, which is in fact the case in (123)−(125). Recall from the 

preceding subsection, and from example (118) in particular, that the postnominal 

placement of adjectives can be described as deriving from some XP-movement. If we 

assume that all the AgrPs hosting postnominal adjectives, both taxonomic and 
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qualifying, are indeed dominated by an additional FP projection as shown in (127), we 

derive the correct N Adj order:  

(127) (a)  FP 
 
    F’ 
 

F  AgrTaxP 
 
    AdjP  AgrTax’ 
 
     AgrTax  NP 
  
 
 
 
    orientale  danse 
 
        

 
 
(b)  FP 

 
    F’ 
 

F  AgrQualP 
 
    AdjP  AgrQual’ 
 
     AgrQual  NumP 
 
 
 
 
    gracieuse  danse 
 
        

 

The above analysis also accounts for another kind of abstract nouns, namely 

property denoting nouns, which behave in the same manner with regards to adjectival 

modification.  

Consider the property denoting noun imprudence in (128): 
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(128) (a) Elle  a  manifesté de l’  imprudence  (*grave). 

  she  has shown  PART.ART.  imprudence (*serious) 

  ‘She has shown (*serious) imprudence.’; (i.e. she has been imprudent) 

(b) L’ imprudence  (*grave)  cause  des   accidents. 

the imprudence (*serious) causes INDEF.PLUR. accidents 

  ‘(*Serious) imprudence causes accidents.’ 

 (c) Elle  a  commis  {une / des}   imprudence(s)  

she  has  committed {a / INDEF.PLUR} imprudence(PLUR) 

grave(s). 

serious(PLUR)  

‘She has committed {a really imprudent act / really imprudent acts}.’ 

Like danse, the property-denoting noun imprudence ‘imprudence’ can be used 

as a mass (128a−b) or count (c) noun, in which case it refers to imprudent actions. The 

examples show that imprudence patterns like danse (123) with regard to adjectival 

modification: when used as a mass noun, imprudence cannot be modified by a 

qualifying adjective, whether in specific or in generic sentences. Conversely, qualifying 

adjectives are possible in count use. 

However, as observed by Kupferman (2004) after many others, imprudence may 

be modified by a qualifying adjective while keeping its property denotation, provided 

the indefinite singular article is used instead of the partitive. Note that, in this use, 

imprudence remains a mass noun, as shown by the impossibility of Number variation: 

(129) (a) Elle a manifesté une imprudence dangereuse. 

  she  has shown  a imprudence dangerous 

  ‘She has shown a dangerous imprudence.’; (i.e. she has been dangerously  
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  imprudent) 

 (b) *Elle a manifesté des  imprudences   

   she  has shown  INDEF.PL. imprudence-PL 

  dangereuses. 

  dangerous 

In such a case, qualifying modification is paired with the use of the article un(e), 

normally restricted to count nouns, even if the noun still keeps its property denotation, 

which is not possible for danse. 

Thus, property-denoting nominals require the indefinite article un(e) when 

modified by qualifying adjectives, even while keeping their property denotation and 

their Number invariability. 

Now, in contrast to definite singular articles, which introduce count as well as mass 

nouns in French (cf. l’or ‘gold’), the indefinite article un(e) is restricted to count nouns 

(cf. ??un or lit. ‘a gold’). While examples (129) may seem to contradict this 

generalization, they are readily explained under the proposed analysis: as any qualifying 

adjective, the adjectives grave ‘serious’ and dangereux ‘dangerous’ necessarily select a 

NumP projection (127b), which in turn enforces the use of a count (vs mass) article. 

More precisely, one can suggest that indefinite Ds are sensitive to the presence of NumP 

in the functional structure of a given NP: when this projection is realized, the partitive 

article has to be replaced by un(e). The peculiarity of (129), namely that the NP does 

not exhibit Number variation even though it is introduced by un, can be seen as a 

consequence from the fact that NumP does not correspond to any semantic change for 

the noun imprudence, whose reference is the same independent of the article choice. In 
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other words, NumP is present for purely syntactic reasons (i.e. its presence is forced by 

that of the qualifying adjective), and, as such, exhibits only the default singular form. 

Finally, let us go back to the case of (123d), in which the generic subject, 

although plural, cannot be modified by a Qual-A. If qualifying modification depends on 

the presence of NumP, the unacceptability of les danses gracieuses is quite unexpected, 

since the DP is actually plural. One possible explanation is that, in generic DPs, NumP 

has to merge immediately under DP, as any intervening projection blocks the generic 

reading. Consequently, no Qual-A can be inserted if the generic reading is to be 

maintained, since the projection of Qual-A must dominate that of NumP. 

To sum up, all of these examples reveal a striking correlation between qualifying 

modification and properties typical of count nouns: number opposition in the case of 

activity denoting nominals, countable singular articles for property nominals. No such 

observation holds when taxonomically interpreted adjectives, such as oriental or alpin 

are introduced. 

However, since our analysis relies on the idea that postnominal positioning of 

adjectives is due to the presence of an extra projection to where some constituent 

containing NP moves, more must be said on this point. This issue, as well that of 

taxonomic adjectives positional restrictions, are addressed in the following sub-section. 

5.3. Positional restrictions explained 

5.3.1. Postnominal position and predicative use 

Recall from Section 3.2. that taxonomic adjectives may also appear in French before the 

nouns they modify. In the preceding section, we have suggested that FP does not occur 

above the AgrPs of prenominal adjectives. The question that remains to be answered 

concerns the exact nature of FP. In other words, are there, apart from their placement, 
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some differences between prenominal and postnominal adjectives that could be 

syntactically encoded by this FP projection? The answer to this question is positive.  

As we have seen previously, postnominal adjectives denote properties, whether 

discriminating or ‘regular’ properties, and, as such, are available to predicative use. The 

relevant examples are given under (130): 

(130) (a) Relational adjectives: 

Cette maladie est strictement bovine. (=35b)   

  ‘This disease is strictly bovine.’  

 (b) Taxonomic (i.e. non-denominal) adjectives:  

  Ce requin est typiquement blanc.  (=58b) 

  ‘This shark (species) is typically white.’ 

 (c) Qualifying denominal adjectives:    

  Ce mur est blanc.    (=54a) 

  ‘This wall is white.’ 

 (d) Denominal adjectives in qualifying use : 

  Sa peinture est très cérébrale.   (=52b) 

  'His painting is very cerebral.’ 

Consider now prenominal adjectives: 

(131) D-partitives (cf. (67)−(69)): 

 (a) la même robe 

  ‘the same dress’ 

 (b) *La robe est même. 

  Lit.:‘The dress is same.’ 

 (c) *la robe même 
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(132) Privative adjectives (cf. (67)−(69)): 

 (a) son futur mari 

  ‘her future husband’ 

 (b) *Son mari est futur. 

  Lit.: ‘Her husband is future.’ 

 (c) *son mari futur 

(133) Event modifiers (cf. (85)): 

 (a) un bon roi 

  ‘a good king’ (i.e. a good ruler, good as a king) 

 (b) ≠ Ce roi était bon. 

  ‘This king was good.’ (i.e. he was a kind, gentle individual) 

 (c) ≠ un roi bon 

  ‘a good king’ (i.e. a kind, gentle king) 

(134) Taxonomic adjectives: 

 (a) un grand panda 

  ‘a giant panda’ (i.e. a member of the giant panda species) 

 (b) ≠ Ce panda est grand. (cf. (84)) 

  ‘This panda is tall.’ 

 (c) ≠ un panda grand 

  ‘a panda which is tall’ 

Examples (131b−134b) reveal a pattern frequent among prenominal adjectives: 

they cannot be used as predicates. At the same time, they do not admit postnominal 

placement, as shown by examples (c). This observation also holds for sale or pauvre: 

when used prenominally, these adjectives display a subjective meaning (cf. (62c)), 
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whereas they refer to rather objective properties when postnominal. As expected, their 

predicative use corresponds to their postnominal reading: 

(135)  (a) un {sale / pauvre} gosse 

  ‘a {nasty / poor (i.e. pitiable)} kid' 

 (b) ≠ Ce gosse est {sale / pauvre} 

  ‘This kid is {dirty / poor (pitiable)}.’ 

 (c) ≠ un gosse {sale / pauvre} 

  ‘a kid {dirty / poor / poverty-stricken}’ 

Thus, we observe a striking correlation between postnominal placement and 

predicative use: when an adjective resists to postnominal use, it cannot be used 

predicatively either. 

Note that this observation takes into account the meaning variation observed in 

[N-A] / [A-N] sequences, since we assume that, for an adjective to be regarded as 

exhibiting postnominal placement and predicative use, it must keep the same semantic 

relationship with the noun it modifies. 

A possible formal response to these observations is to propose that the projection 

termed FP above is in fact a predication projection, syntactically corresponding to the 

semantic notion of property denotation. According to Bowers (1993), any major 

category, when used as a predicate, is dominated by a Pred(icative) Projection. 

Modifying this hypothesis slightly, we suggest that PredP is realized not only when 

adjectives are used predicatively, but also as postnominal attributes. PredP would thus 

be the functional projection previously labeled FP where NP / NumP moves. 

Conversely, when a given adjective only exhibits prenominal placement, the lack of 

PredP can be postulated, since this corresponds to lack of predicative use too. The 
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difference between Bower's suggestion and that which we develop is that PredP is 

analyzed here as a part of the adjectival functional structure. As a consequence, an 

adjective that does not occur postnominally or predicatively would be considered 

functionally deficient, due to the lack of PredP, whereas an adjective regularly 

occurring in postnominal position would be functionally complete. With this hypothesis 

in mind, let us consider how the above examples would be represented: 

(136) (a) Postnominal taxonomic adjectives 
 
   PredP 

  NP  Pred’ 

Pred  AgrTaxP 

    AdjP  AgrTax’ 

     AgrTax  NP 

  

 

 (i) maladie bovine   tNP  

 (ii) requin  blanc   tNP   
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 (136) (b) Postnominal qualifying adjectives 

   PredP 

  NumP  Pred’ 

Pred  AgrQualP 

    AdjP  AgrQual’ 

     AgrQual  NumP 

  

 

 (i) peinture (très) cérébrale tNumP  

(ii) mur  blanc   tNumP  

 (iii) panda  grand   tNumP 

 (iv) roi  bon   tNumP 

 (v) gosse  sale   tNumP 

 (137) Prenominal non-qualifying adjectives 

  AgrP 

  AdjP  Agr’ 

Agr  NP 

 

       
 (i) même   robe 

 (ii) futur   mari 

 (iii) bon   roi 

 (iv) grand    panda 

 (v) sale   gosse 
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Note that the above analysis is fully consistent with Williams' (1980) syntactic 

approach to predication. According to this author, a predication relation obtains when 

two conditions are met. First, the subject must be in a specifier position. Second, it must 

be coindexed with its predicate. Since, when moving to Spec,PredP, NP (136a) and 

NumP (136b) leave a coindexed trace in the complement position of AdjP, both 

conditions are fulfilled. Conversely, there is no movement to a specifier position and 

consequently no coindexation can occur in (137).  

Recall also that all the adjectives in (136b) are subject to degree modification. 

This observation can be handled syntactically by Doetjes' (1997) hypothesis (but see 

also Abney 1987, Bowers 1987 and Corver 1990, 1991, 1997), that AdjPs can be 

dominated by a Degree Projection (DegP). Conversely, apart from bon roi in (137biii), 

none of the prenominal non-qualifying adjectives are subject to degree modification. If 

we disregard this case, in which the adjective is understood as an event modifier in 

Larson's terms, it can be suggested that DegP cannot occur when AdjPs merge under 

NumP.   

There are two kinds of prenominal adjectives that have not been taken into 

account up until now. These are two classes of prenominal adjectives that admit both 

predicative use and postnominal placement. The first class is made up of the reduced 

class of mono- and disyllabic adjectives that admit degree modification, and can also be 

used as event modifiers (133) or taxonomic adjectives (134). The whole list (from 

Riegel, Pellat & Rioul 1994) is given in (138): 

(138) beau (nice), joli (pretty), vilain (ugly), grand (big), petit (little), gros (big), haut 

 (high),  long (long). 
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 When modifying the noun itself, and not its event or kind component, these 

adjectives normally occur before the noun, but can also appear after it and be used as 

predicates without any meaning change (cf. (70)−(71))6: 

(139) (a) un {(très) long / (très) bon} film 

  ‘a {(very) long / (very) good} movie’ 

 (b) un film {(très) long / (très) bon} 

  ‘a {(very) long / (very) good} movie’ 

 (c) Ce film était {(très) long / (très) bon}. 

  ‘This film was {(very) long / (very) good}.’ 

The second class is that of adjectives expressing subjective comments (see Scott 

1998), which pattern similarly:  

(140) (a)  une histoire {horrible / magnifique} 

  'a{horrible / beautiful} story' 

 (b) une {horrible / magnifique} histoire 

  'a{horrible / beautiful} story' 

 (c) Cette histoire est {horrible / magnifique}. 

  'This story is {horrible / beautiful}.' 

A possible analysis is that such adjectives are optionally dominated by PredP. 

Alternatively, it can also be proposed that PredP is always present, but that movement 

to its specifier is optional. 

Let us now see if the analysis developed can also handle structures containing 

both taxonomic and qualifying adjectives. 

5.3.2. Adjective order 
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Recall that taxonomic adjectives necessarily appear closer to the nouns they modifiy 

than qualifying adjectives. Thus, only (a) example is well-formed in (141) (disregarding 

focalization), and adjective inversion results in an interpretative variation in (142) :  

(141) (a) une  maladie  bovine  dangereuse 

  a  disease  bovine  dangerous 

‘a dangerous bovine disease’  

 (b) *une maladie dangereuse bovine 

(142)  (a)  un  grand  petit   panda  

  a tall small (i.e.red) panda 

  'a tall red panda' (i.e. a member of the red panda species which happens  

  to be tall) 

 (b)  un  petit  grand  panda  

  a small big (i.e.giant) panda 

  'a little giant panda' (i.e. a member of the giant panda species which  

  happens to be small / young) 

Consider first the case of prenominal adjectives. Let us assume with Cinque (1994) that 

the order of adjectives within NPs is determined by the ordering of their Agreement 

projections. The [Qual-A - Tax-A N] order then results from the fact that taxonomic 

adjectives Agreement projections are closer to the noun than that of qualifying 

adjectives. If we assume too that AgrTaxPs are merged above NP while AgrQualPs are 

merged above NumP, whereas Qual.Adj stand above NumP, the correct ordering can be 

derived by postulating that number checking does not result from N movement to Num 

but from NP movement to Spec,NumP, an observation similar to Laenzlinger’s and 
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Lamarche's, that was also confirmed by the arguments against N-to-Num movement 

provided in 5.1 and 5.2 above: 

(143)  AgrQualP 
 
 AdjP  AgrQual’ 
 
  AgrQual  NumP 
 
     Num’ 
 
    Num  AgrTaxP 
 
     AdjP  AgrTax’ 
 
      AgrTax  NP 
 
 {beau / grand}   petit   panda 
 
 
 
 

This structure can also handle the case of postnominal qualifying adjectives, 

provided AgrQualP is dominated by PredP, as in (144): 

(144)   PredP 
 
    Pred’ 

Pred  AgrQualP 
 
    AdjP  AgrQual’ 
 
     AgrQual   NumP 
 
       AgrTaxPi  Num’ 
        
         Num  
      

 
 
 
effrayé   petit panda   ti 
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Now consider the case of postnominal taxonomic adjectives. As suggested 

above, the AgrPs of such adjectives are dominated by PredP too. Thus NP moves first 

towards the specifier of FP, as shown in (145): 

(145)  PredP 
 
   Pred’ 

Pred  AgrTaxP 
 
   AdjP  AgrTax’ 
 
    AgrTax  NP  
 
 
 
   blanc   requin 
 
 
 

In case a qualifying adjective is present in the structure, it has to be placed above 

NumP which in turns dominates PredP. Consider for example (146), exhibiting a 

qualifying adjective expressing a subjective comment (see (140)), whose position can 

be either pre or postnominal: 

(146) (a) un  requin  blanc  dangereux 

  a  shark white  dangerous 

  ‘a dangerous white shark’ 

(b) un  dangereux requin  blanc  

 a  dangerous shark white   

  ‘a dangerous white shark’ 

Structure (146b) can be directly represented as follows: 
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(147)  AgrQualP 
 
 AdjP  AgrQual’ 
 
  AgrQual  NumP 
 
     Num’ 
 
    Num  PredP 
 
        
     
          
 
 
 
 dangereux    requin blanc    
 
 
 
 

Finally, if dangereux is used postnominally as in (146a), AgrQualP is further 

dominated by a second PredP projection where NumP moves to, as in (144). 

The hypothesis suggested above is thus able to account for the order between 

taxonomic and qualifying adjectives, whether prenominal or postnominal. The 

following tables summarize all the derivational possibilities suggested in this section: 

 

(148) Adjective Placement 

 MERGING POSITION 
OF AGRADJP 

POSITION PREDP MOVEMENT 

Prénominal  
(143) 

— (if count noun: 
NP —> Spec,NumP) 

QUAL AS 
 

above NumP 

Postnominal 
(136b) 
 

+ (if count noun: 
NP —> Spec,NumP) 
NP/NumP —> Spec,PredP 

NON-QUAL 
AS 

above NP Prénominal  
(137) 

— AgrTaxP —> Spec,NumP 

  Postnominal 
(136a) 

+ NP —> Spec,PredP 
(if count noun: 
PredP —> Spec,NumP) 
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(149) Adjective Combinations 

Qual-A      Tax-A   N 
beau           petit      panda 

AgrTaxP    —> Spec, NumP 

Qual-A       N         Tax-A    
dangereux  requin   blanc 

NP  —> Spec, PredTaxP     
PredTaxP    —> Spec, NumP 

N          Tax-A        Qual-A 
requin   blanc         dangereux 

NP  —> Spec, PredTaxP     
PredTaxP    —> Spec, NumP 
NumP  —> Spec, PredQualP 

Tax-A   N               Qual-A 
petit      panda         effrayé 

AgrTaxP    —> Spec, NumP 
NumP  —> Spec, PredQualP 

 

5.4. Some consequences of the analysis 

5.4.1. A note on the Partitive Article 

The above analysis offers the advantage of adequately handling the interaction between 

adjectival modification and determination in the case of concrete mass nouns. Consider 

the following contrast: 

(150)  (a) {*une /  de l’}  eau 

  { a /  PART.ART.}  water 

  ‘(some) water’  

(b) {une / de l’}  eau  fraîche 

  { a / PART.ART.  water  cool 

  ‘(some) cool water’ 

When indefinite concrete mass nouns appear unmodified (150a), they only admit 

the partitive article (unless they refer to individual units, cf. un café ‘one (cup of) 

coffee’). However, as observed by Kupferman (2000) and Kleiber (2003), these nouns 

admit two kinds of indefinite determiners when modified (150b): they can still be 

introduced by the partitive article, but also by the indefinite singular article un(e), then 

patterning like property nominals (see (128)−(129)). This alternation can easily be 

handled under the current analysis. As noted above, the partitive article only appears if 
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there is no NumP. According to our analysis, fraîche is then used as a taxonomic 

adjective, and de l’eau fraîche ‘cool water’ is construed as a kind of water. Conversely, 

the presence of the indefinite singular article in une eau fraîche is linked to that of 

NumP, and the adjective fraîche is then used as a qualifying adjective. This syntactic 

contrast is represented in (151):  

(151) (a) [ [de l’]D  [ [eau]i  Pred  [ [fraîche]AdjP  AgrTax [ti]NP]AgrTaxP]PredP]DP 

 (b) [ [une]D  [ [eau]i  Pred  [ [fraîche]AdjP  AgrQual

 [ti]NumP]AgrQualP]PredP]DP 

Apart from the presence of PredP, the same analysis holds for prenominal 

adjectives7: 

(152)  (a) {??une /  de la}  fourrure8 

  { a /  PART.ART.}  fur 

  ‘(some) fur’  

(b) {une /  de la} fausse fourrure 

  PART.ART.  fake fur 

  ‘(some) fake fur’  

(153) (a) [ [de la]D [ [fausse]AdjP  AgrTax [fourrure]NP]AgrTaxP ]DP 

 (b) [ [une]D  [ [fausse]AdjP  AgrQual [fourrure]NumP]AgrQualP]DP 

 

5.4.2. Cross-linguistic observations 

Another advantage of our analysis lies in the fact that it can handle in the same manner 

the order variation observed in French between postnominal adjectives, as well as that 

occurring between prenominal adjectives in English.  
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As noted by Laenzlinger (2005: 664), French admits various orders for 

postnominal adjectives9: 

(154) (a)  une  voiture  italienne  rouge 

  a  car  italian  red 

  ‘a red Italian car’ 

 (b)  une  voiture  rouge  italienne 

  a  car  red  italian 

  Lit.: ‘an Italian red car’ 

Under Cinque’s (1994) analysis, which relies on Sproat & Shih (1990), this 

should not be possible, due to the fact that the adjectival AgrPs are ordered (cf. Section 

5.1.): since AgrColorP dominates AgrNationalityP, only (154b) can be derived by N-

movement: 

(155)[[voitureNum[[rouge]AdjPAgrColor [[italienne]AdjPAgrNat[tN]NP]AgrColrP]AgrNatP]NumP 

 

However, if one considers that the adjective appearing closer to the noun (that is 

italienne ‘Italian’ in (154a) and rouge ‘red’ in (154b)) is used as a taxonomic adjective, 

then this ordering problem does not arise, as shown in (156): 

(156) (a) 

[   [italienne]AdjPAgrQual[[[voiture]NP[rouge]AdjPAgrTax[tNP]AgrTaxP]PredP]NumP]AgrQualP]PedP 

 

 
(156) (b) 

[  [rouge]AdjPAgrQual[[[voiture]NP[italienne]AdjPAgrTax[tNP]AgrTaxP]PredP]NumP]AgrQualP]PredP 
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Now consider the English counterparts of the above examples. As observed by 

Shlonsky (2004), order variations such as those exhibited in are not possible in English: 

(157) (a)   a red Italian car 

 (b) ?? an Italian red car 

Yet, this observation only applies to structures where the adjectives appear in 

qualifying use. As noted by Svenonius (2008), order variations do exist in English (see 

also Bouchard 2005), and can be handled by postulating various levels of attachment in 

the NP functional structure. 

On the other hand, as noticed by a JL reviewer, (157b) is well-formed if the 

adjective 'Italian' is focalized: 

(158) an Italian red car 

 As we have seen in (26), repeated here under (159), focalization coupled to 

order variation is a property of French taxonomic adjectives: 

(159) (a) une  maladie  bovine  contagieuse 

  a disease  bovine  contagious 

  'a contagious bovine disease' 

 (b) une  maladie  contagieuse  bovine 

  a disease  contagious bovine   

It can be deduced form the comparison between French and English that the 

adjective 'Italian' is in fact an adjective interpreted taxonomically in (157): it normally 

appears left-adjacent to the noun it modifies, but can be focalized, in which case the 

adjacency requirement does not hold any more. 

Recall finally that taxonomic adjectives are distinguished from qualifying 

adjectives in French by the fact that their Agreement Projections merge above NP (and 
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under NumP if any). A similar analysis can be obtained for English, as shown in (160), 

which is in fact similar to (143): 

 

(160)  AgrQualP 
 
 AdjP  AgrQual’ 
 
  AgrQual  NumP 
 
     Num’ 
 
    Num  AgrTaxP 
 
     AdjP  AgrTax’ 
 
      AgrTax  NP 
 
      
 red    Italian   car 
 

Note that, if some movement to Num has to be postulated for English too, the 

correct ordering can only be derived by AgrTaxP movement to Spec,NumP, since N-to-

Num movement would make Italian appear postnominally. 

According to our analysis, the only difference between French and English 

adjectives lies in the fact that the former do not contain a PredP in their functional 

structure (for an alternative analysis see Cinque 2003). The opposition between Tax-As 

and Qual-As and its syntactic encoding with regards to NumP can be hypothesized for 

English as well as French, which is certainly a desirable result. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I have argued that an accurate description of French adjectives has to rely 

on a fundamental distinction between two adjective uses. Whereas the only opposition 

generally taken into account is between qualifying and relational adjectives, a closer 

look at morphologically simple adjectives reveals that these may also behave like 
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relational adjectives with regards to position, degree modification and nominalization. 

Conversely, it has been shown that relational adjectives can also exhibit the syntactic 

behavior of qualifying adjectives. The syntactic opposition between qualifying and non-

qualifying adjectives is also reflected semantically. As we have seen, denominal and 

simple adjectives, when deprived of the syntactic properties of qualifying adjectives, are 

always understood as expressing subclasses of the noun they modify, as was shown by 

the fact that they are appropriate answers to quel type ‘which kind’. These adjectives 

have therefore been termed taxonomic adjectives. Semantically, taxonomic adjectives 

refer to distinctive properties when postnominal, as reflected by the fact that they can be 

used predicatively. Conversely, when prenominal, they keep their original subsective 

interpretation, and have thus been called 'partitioning adjectives'. 

After having shown that taxonomic adjectives are not associated with the noun 

they modify by a compounding (i.e. lexical) operation, I proposed a syntactic analysis 

of this adjectival use. I have hypothesized that the major difference between qualifying 

and taxonomic adjectives lies in the fact that the former necessarily merge above NumP, 

whereas the latter merge above NP. However, taxonomic and qualifying adjectives 

share two properties. First, they are merged as specifiers of Agreement Projections; 

second, AgrPs hosting postnominal adjectives are dominated by a PredP, whose 

specifier acts as a landing site for the moved NP / NumP.  The analysis proposed has 

also led to the hypothesis that N movement to Num has to be reanalysed as a phrasal NP 

movement to Spec,Num. 

The analysis of taxonomic vs qualifying adjectives was supported by the 

behavior of various kinds of mass and/or generically interpreted nouns with regards to 

modification. While activity-denoting nouns do only admit taxonomic modification 
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when used as mass nouns, they can be modified by qualifying adjectives if used as 

count nouns naming either individual episodes of activity or related countable items. 

The same opposition also distinguishes count nouns in subject position of generic 

predicates from their use in non-generic sentences. This has led us to suggest that a 

peculiarity of generic DPs is that their NumP must merge immediately under DP, thus 

preventing Qual-As from being inserted into the structure. As for property nominals, 

they are necessarily introduced by count articles when modified by qualifying 

adjectives. After having established the correlation between NumP and qualifying 

modification, I have shown that the analysis proposed also adequately handles other 

syntactic phenomena, related to the structural position of adjectives. This analysis 

accounts for the closer placement of taxonomic adjectives with regard to the noun they 

modify, article variation characterizing modified concrete mass nouns, and the mirror 

ordering observed between postnominal adjectives in French and prenominal adjectives 

in English. Finally, all the observations made in this paper lead to the conclusion that 

syntactic and semantic properties parallel each other, which is certainly a desirable 

consequence for language analysis.  
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FOOTNOTES 
 
                                                 
1 This does not mean of course that all properties are gradable, as shown by an example 

like *une table très carrée ‘*a very square table’. 

2 For a study of noun ellipsis in French, see Sleeman (1996). 

3 For other arguments against Cinque (1994), see also Alexiadou 2001, Shlonsky 2004 

and Cinque 2005. 

4 Thanks to the anonymous JL reviewers for pointing out the shortcomings of the FAgrP 

analysis, which seems to be postulated for purely theory-internal reasons. 

5 Abstract mass nouns admit in fact another kind of adjectival modification, namely 

temporal adjectives, that alternate with adverbs taking scope over the whole sentence: 

 (i) Le ski alpin actuel abîme les genoux. 

  'Present-day alpine skiing is bad for the knees.' 

= (ii) Actuellement, le ski alpin abîme les genoux. 

  'Nowadays, alpine skiing is bad for the knees.' 

 (iii) L’imprudence passée a causé de nombreux accidents automobiles. 

  'Past imprudence has caused lots of car accidents.' (cf. (128)) 

= (iv) Dans le passé, l’imprudence a causé de nombreux accidents automobiles. 

  'In the past, imprudence has caused lots of car accidents.' 

Semantically speaking, these adjectives are closer to sentence modifiers than to noun 

modifiers, which may explain their distribution. Thanks to the JL reader for pointing out 

this observation. 

6 These adjectives have received various analyses. For Lamarche (1991) and Bouchard 

(1998), they incorporate into the noun. As for Bernstein (1993), she considers them to 
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be heads of functional projections. For arguments against the former analysis, see 

Laenzlinger (2000). For a criticism against the latter, see Bouchard (1998). 

7 For an analysis of faux 'fake' as taxonomic, see Partee (2001). Interestingly, as noted 

by Bouchard (1998), faux can also occur postnominally, in which case it exhibits a 

predicative use: 

 (i) une analyse fausse 

  'a wrong analysis' 

 (ii) Cette analyse est fausse. 

  'This analysis in wrong.' 

8 Une (fausse) fourrure also means 'a coat / a scarf in (fake) fur'. We disregard this 

interpretation here. 

9 Laenzlinger (2005) extends this observation to Spanish and Italian.  


